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High-Frequency Monolithic Phase-Locked Loops

Ph.D. Mehmet Soyuer Department of EECS

(Prof. Robert G. Meyer)(/

Committee Chairman

ABSTRACT

This thesis describes research concerned with the design and realization of monolithic phase-

locked loops (PLLs) at frequencies of 100 MHz and above using silicon bipolar technology. Several

types of oscillators and phase detectors have been simulated and their performances compared with a

special interest in narrowband filtering applications. Varactor-tuned LC-oscillators are preferred at

frequencies above 100 MHz since they have low jitter and small temperature coefficient CTC). Ana

log phase detectors have been shown to perform better than digital phase detectors at these frequen

cies. Analysis and simulations showed that it was feasible to implement a monolithic PLL above 500

MHz using analog circuit design techniques and a 10-GHz bipolar process.

A 2-micron oxide-isolated bipolar process was used to fabricate a monolithic PLL test circuit

A varactor-tuned VCO and an analog phase detector have been utilized as building blocks. An on-

chip varactor diode has been designed using the junctions available in the bipolar process with tem

perature and supply compensation provided by a band-gap reference. There is a good correlation

between the measurements and the simulation results. The VCO has a voltage coefficient of 0.3

percent/volt and a TC of -100 ppm/°C over 20 to 100°C up to 250 MHz. When housed in a 40-pin

DIL package, the maximum VCO center-frequency was 350 MHz, and the PLL pull-in range was

larger than ±1 percent The monolithic PLL circuit has the potential to be used as a narrowband filter

(Q > 100) at 500 MHz with an optimum package.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Phase Locked Loop (PLL) circuits are widely used invarious communications and control systems

applications, including frequency synthesis, clock signal (timing) recovery, modulation anddemodulation

of signals. As the frequency of interest goes higher, (e.g., cable and fiber optic data links), there is a

greater need for monolithic circuits that can operate atthese frequencies. Several technologies are possi

ble candidates for operating frequencies into the GHz range and beyond. Silicon bipolar, [l]-[6], and

NMOS, [7], as well as GaAs MESFET, [8]-[9], and heterojunction bipolar, [10], technologies are among

the contenders. As the ultra-high frequency VLSI technologies become available, there is a strong

motivation to include several subsystems on the same chip. However, the maximum operating range of

most currently available monolithic PLL circuits is limited to frequencies below 150 MHz, [11]-[16].

Therefore, this research is concerned with the realization of monolithic PLLs above 100 MHz using

high-frequency silicon bipolar technology. Silicon bipolar, being the most mature high-frequency tech

nology, offers higher speed and larger transconductance through itsexponential nonlinearity and smaller

offsets through its well-controlled thermal voltage, —. A balanced analog circuit topology similar to

Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL) in digital circuits is a good choice throughout the design for optimum

speed and matching. Although, higher speed means more power dissipation in general, [17]-[21], thecir

cuits should beable tooperate with asingle 5V supply tokeep the power consumption low.

At high-frequencies, good isolation is hard to achieve and parasitic losses cannot be ignored.

Therefore, the package performance has to beconsidered together with the inherent device limitations,

[22]-[23]. Especially, inductive parasitics and coupling can deteriorate the high-frequency performance.

Another common isolation problem is the unwanted coupling between the capacitive paths (crosstalk)

which becomes worse as the frequency ofoperation increases. The silicon substrate isalso susceptible to

resistive coupling since it isa poor insulator. At very high-frequencies, skin-effect becomes significant



and that increases the resistive losses. Therefore, the quality factors of energy storage elements are

degraded. Careful circuit design, layout and packaging can be used to circumvent some of these prob

lems. It may be helpful to model the critical components in the high-frequency path as distributed RC-

sections or lossy transmission lines. Applying a high-frequency signal or delivering it out may become

easier if the reflections are minimized by using proper terminations.

There are several outputs available from a PLL which can be useful depending on the application.

In demodulation of the FM signals, the loop filter output provides the modulating signal. In timing

recovery applications, the VCO-output waveform is used as the recovered clock signal and the ultimate

goal is to minimize the phase error between the input signal and the VCO and at the same time to filter

out the noise components. In general, PLL itself must contribute much less noise than is present at its

input To minimize the jitter(dynamic phase error) caused by the inputnoise, the loopbandwith mustbe

madevery smallcompared to the input frequency. This, in turn, reduces the pull-in range available from

the loop. The VCO center-frequency drift is one of the main contributors to the static phase error

together with the dc-offsets in the phasedetectorand loop amplifier. Therefore, it should be minimized

against temperature and supply variations. When used as anarrowband filter as in timing-recovery appli

cations, a PLL with a stable VCO requires a relatively narrower pull-in range and this makes the filter

design easier. Also,a high-frequency crystal is notrequired if theVCO can be compensated for tempera

ture and supply variations. Although this design approach involves a trade-off between different PLL

parameters, most significantly between pull-in range and noise bandwith, it is relatively easy to imple

ment such a PLL without any extra circuitry for frequency acquisition. Furthermore, it is possible to

minimize the noise contribution of the PLL by employing a VCO with a small noise bandwith. Since

relaxation oscillators have large noise bandwith and jitter, [24], small noise bandwith requirement dic

tates theuseof harmonic oscillators in which oneof the tankcircuit reactances or the phase shift through

the active element is variable.

The main purpose of this research is to investigate the frequency limitations of main PLL com

ponents with a special interest in timing recovery applications, andthen to use integrated circuit design



techniques to overcome some of these limitations. Using the general approach outlined above, several

types of PLL building blocks are designed. Their performances are compared by extensive computer

simulations. Digital as well as analogphase detectors are considered. In the monolithic implementation

of the test circuits,an on-chip varactor diode is used to control the VCO frequency. Its quality factor is

optimizedby minimizing the resistance-capacitance product per area. The VCO stability is achieved by

canceling the temperature dependence of the varactor diode capacitance to a first orderapproximation.

Forthis purpose, a conventional bandgap reference is used to derive the loop amplifier bias currents so

thatthe reverse bias across the diode has a positive temperature coefficient whichopposes the tempera

turecoefficient of the built-inpotential anddielectric constant of silicon. In this way, it is alsopossible to

take the contribution of the phase detector andamplifier offsets to theVCO control voltage intoaccount

An analogphase detectorand input/outputamplifierscomplete the test circuit

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the PLL parameters involved in a high-gain second-order loop

design. The central question of how to design a stable high-frequency PLL with small phase error and

noise bandwith and with large pull-in range is tried to be answered in that chapter. The importance of

high-gain second-order loops is emphasized. Alternative approaches arealsoincluded. The mainbuild

ingblocks of thePLLare discussed in Chapters 3 and 4. An initial comparison is made among different

possible topologies and their frequency limitations are assessed. The optimization procedure for each

block and crucial component is described in detail. The design techniques used to improve the circuit

performance are given in these chapters. In Chapter 5, measurement results for open loop and closed

loop operation are presented for a 2-micron oxide-isolated bipolar technology. Possible improvements

are also suggested. It is shown that the frequencies above 300 MHz are easily achieved with an on-chip-

varactor controlled oscillator and an analog phase detector even when the circuit is housed in a 40-pin

DDL-package. The circuit contains less than a hundred active devices and occupies anarea of 0.5 mm2.

It dissipates 270mW with a single 5 V supply and can be integrated intoa larger subsystem.



CHAPTER 2

PLL DESIGN PARAMETERS

2.1. Introduction

There are several books, [25]-[29], and many papers, [30]-[33], written on the theory of phase-

locked loops. Their integrated circuit implementations are also covered in different books, [34, ch. 10]-

[35,ch. 12]. In thischapter, an overview of thePLLtheory willbe given and its important design param

eters will be discussed.

A PLL circuit is essentially a negative feedback control system, Figure 2.1.
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The frequency of the voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is controlled by the phase detector output

through the feedback loop and is made equal to the frequency of the input signal with aphase difference.

There are two main regions of operation during the frequency and phase capturing process. Initially, the

two frequencies are not equal and the circuit operates in a non-linear fashion. If the initial frequency

difference is small enough, the negative feedback loop pulls the VCO frequency close to the input fre

quency until they become equal This is the second region of operation or the quasi-linear mode.

Assuming linear mode of operation, one can assign gain constants to each of the PLL building blocks.

Hence, KPD is the phase detector gain involts per radian, Kyco is the VCO gain inradians/second per

volt, and K^p is the loop amplifier gain. If the loop filter has the transfer function F(s), the DC-loop

gain is defined as:

kdc =Kpd Kvco Kamp F(0) (2.1.1)

KDC has the dimensions of radians per second similar toan inverse RC-time constant, and it is an impor

tant parameter of the PLL. Together with the loop filter timeconstants, the DC-loop gain determines the

dynamic properties of the PLL.

The range of frequencies that an initially unlocked PLL can lock onto is called the pull-in (also

capture or frequency acquisition) range, A(0/>. The range of frequencies which a locked PLL can hold

onto iscalled the hold-in (also hold orlock) range, Acoff. Inprinciple, the hold-in range is greater than or

equal to the DC-loop gain and is always larger than the pull-in range. In practice, it is usually limited by

the saturation of the loop amplifierfor a high-gain loop.

Since VCO essentially performs an integration on frequency, the PLL transfer function has a pole

at the origin even without any loop filter, and therefore it is called a first-order PLL. In order to obtain a

second-order PLL, a loop filter with a single pole is necessary. An ideal integrator in the loop filter

would provide an infinite DC-loop gain.

A typical application of a PLL as a narrowband filter would be as the timing-recovery filter in a

regenerative repeater, as shown in Figure 2.2. If a discrete line at the clock frequency is not present in

the input spectrum, non-linear processing must be performed before filtering. The recovered clock can
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be used in the decision circuit The statistical properties of timing jitter in regenerative digital transmis

sion is extensively analyzed in the literature, [36]-[43].

For mostapplications, it is necessary to build a high-gain second-order PLL. In the following sec

tions, the reasonsbehind this necessity willbe investigated.

22. Static Phase Error

Depending on the phase detector type used, there is a constant phase difference, usually 0,90 or

180 degrees, between the input and the VCO under locked conditions. This phase difference is nota

phase error and it may be called as the stable operating point of the PLL. However, unless ideal (hence

unrealizable) building blocks are used, there will always be another component of phase difference

between theinputand theVCO. Thiscomponent is termed as thephaseerror.

Thephase error has two parts, a static partand a dynamic part(jitter), [36]. Thestatic phase error

is given by:

0 - V°s Ao) (2.2.1)



where Vos is the combined offset voltages of the phase detectorand loop amplifier and Aco is the initial

frequency difference between the inputand the VCO. This component actually can be termed as the

quasi-static phase errorsince all the terms in theequation above are temperature andsupply dependent

As it canbe seen, a high-gain PLLwith a stable VCO andsmall DC-offsets is necessary to minimize the

static phase error.

23, Dynamic Phase Error

There are two main sources of jitter, the first one is external to the PLL (input noise) and the

second one is internal (PLL noise). Input noise may contain a white noise component and a pattern

dependent noise componentif a random data signal is present at the input To filter out the noise com

ponents, a loop filter must follow the phase detector. Therefore, only a high-gain second-order PLL is

useful asa narrowband filter. Higher order loops suffer from thestability problems. PLL noise ismainly

due to the VCO phase noise, [25, ch. 6].

Assuming that the pattern dependent noise dominates theadditive noiseat thePLL input and that

theVCO phase noise is negligible, dynamic component of thephase errorcanbe expressed as:

w-=a£:+b-t: *">
where A&2 is the total mean-square value of the jitter atthe PLL output with regard to the nominal input

phase, "a" represents theamplitude effects of therandom data, "b" represents thephase effects of theran

dom data, and QPLL is the quality factor of thePLL, [36]. Fora given random data pattern, numerical

integration techniques are usually necessary toestimate thePLLjitter, [40]-[41], [44].

If a pilot tone is transmitted for clock recovery, then the variance of the VCO output phase due to

the input noise can be expressed as:

where Ps is the input signal power in watts and Wt is thenoise power spectral density in watts/Hz, [25,
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ch. 3]. Accordingly, for a given PLL output jitter, BL must be minimized to account for the worst case,

i.e. the lowest level of the pilot tone.

Similar to an LC-filter, the quality factor of the PLL is given by:

e«z.=f^ (2.3.3)

wherefc is the input clock frequency and BL is the noisebandwith of the PLL, [36]. For equal number

of poles and zeroes in the loop filter, the noise bandwithcan be approximatedas:

Bi ={^7© <2-3-4>
where F («») is the value of the loop filter transferfunction at very high frequencies, [25,ch. 3].

A significant advantage of thePLL-filter over the passive filters is that static and dynamic phase

errors can be minimized independently. Again, a second-order high-gain PLL is required for this pur

pose. The DC-loopgain must be increased to minimize the static phase error, and the loop filter attenua

tion mustbe increased to minimize thedynamic phase error. Implications of thison thepull-in range will

be discussed in the next section.

2.4. Pull-In Range

Self-acquisition of frequency iscalled pull-in orcapture. Due to thenon-linear time-varying nature

of the PLL-system during frequency acquisition, ananalytical solution for pull-in is only possible forthe

first-order loop, [45]. Qualitatively, the VCO frequency is frequency modulated by the difference fre

quency, alsocalled thebeatnote, during thecapture process. Therefore, thephase detector output has a

non-zero DC-average which enables pull-in tooccur. If the DC-average is large enough compared tothe

undesired DC-offsets, negative feedback will pull the VCO frequency toward theinput frequency.

Pull-in behavior is a strong function of the DC-loop gain, loop filter time constants andthe type of

thephase detector used. In thefollowing discussion, a high-gain loop with a single-pole single-zero filter

and a multiplier type phase detector is assumed. Second and higher order loops are best analyzed with
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the help of a computer, [46]. An approximate analysis yields the following result for a second-order

loop, [25, ch. 5]:

A<»P=KIK^J^& (2.4.1)

A sinusoidal-multiplier is assumed for the phase detector. However, when combined with a high-gain

amplifier, saturation effects may result in a trapezoidal or even a binary phase detector. The lattercase is

analyzed by J. F. Oberst [47], and the end result for a passive lag-lead filteris:

Aa>P^2KDC^[^ (2.4.2)

Therefore, the binary type phase comparator improves the pull-in range by a factor of V2. In practice, the

pull-in range may be assumed between these two limits.

The next question is how large apull-in range is required. Obviously, it should belarge enough to

cover any initial VCO frequency offset Therefore, one needs:

Adip^KocQ, (2.4.3)

In theory, an active filter would provide almost an infinitely large pull-in range, since it has a pole close

to the origin. In practice, however, offset voltages in the phase detector and the loop amplifier will be

integrated until the amplifier is saturated driving the VCO outside the capture range. Therefore, either

external frequency acquisition orDC-feedback around the amplifier is necessary. Charge pump circuits

can also beused for the same purpose, [48]. They do not require an amplifier toprovide apole atthe ori

gin. Butusually they require complementary devices, and therefore they are limited in frequency, [13].

Comparing the equations for the pull-in range with the noise bandwith equation, it can be seen that

they cannot beoptimized independentiy. Therefore, either acompromise must bemade inthe loop filter

design orthe frequency acquisition capability of the PLL must beimproved. Although the first approach

is actually implemented in thisstudy, it is worth mentioning some of thealternatives torealize thesecond

approach.
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The frequency acquisition can be aided by an additional frequency detector, [2], [13], [14], [21],

[45], [49]-[52], by frequency sweeping, [25, ch. 5], by bandwith switching, [53]-[54], or by injection

locking, [55M57]. Frequency detectors can have analog, [2], [14], [45], [49]-[50], or digital [13], [21],

[51]-[52], implementations. A typical block diagram for a PLL with a frequency detector is shown in

Figure 2.3.

INPUT

PHASE

DETECTOR

FREQUENCY

DETECTOR

Fp(s)

ys>

VCO

Figure 2.3 - PLL with a frequency detector.

In some cases, both the frequency and the phasedetector may sharethe same filter. Actually, almost all

the digital phase detectors with memory, i.e. sequential type phase detectors, can also provide frequency

capability, [58]-[62]. This topic will further be discussed in Chapter4 and Appendix A. A digital fre

quency detector design example using the rotational frequency detector concept [51], is given in Appen

dix B. In analog implementations, the extra circuitry may include multipliers, filters and differentiators,

[14], [49]-[50], and/or limiters, phase shifters and monostable multivibrators, [2]. Frequency sweeping

can be achieved by introducing a constantcurrentinto the loop filter. Then, the controlvoltage is a ramp

that sweeps the VCO frequency. Bandwith can be changedby gain switching either in the phase detector

or the loop amplifier, or by switching the filterresistors. If the phase detector gain is proportional to the
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signal level, automatic gain control circuits may replace the switches. Finally, signal injection into the

VCO can improve pull-in behavior if carefully controlled. Injection is always present in any practical

circuit especially at high frequencies due to poor isolation.

All these methods require extracircuitry andmay degrade the PLL frequency performance. They

alsorequire morepower consumption andlarger chip area. In addition, switching noise from the digital

circuits may create problems for the analog parts of the PLL. Therefore, the best strategy for the high

frequencies seems to be thatone should keep thecircuits simpleenough so that they caneasilybe imple

mented.

2.5. Noise Bandwith

It is already shown thatreducing the noisebandwith is essential to minimize the jitter. However,

theVCO phase noise putsa theoretical lower limiton thenoise bandwith thatcan be achieved. To gen

eralize, internal noise always puts an upper limit on the quality factor of any narrowband filter. For

example, let us take the case of a PLL with a varactor-tuned LC-type VCO. In this case, the PLL noise

bandwith has to be larger than the VCO noise bandwith.

In order to obtain some numerical values, the simplified model shownin Figure 2.4 will be used for

the varactor-tuned VCO circuit Assume that theonly internal noise sources are the loop amplifier that

generates thecontrol voltage, and theamplifier stage employed within theVCO. First let us try to esti

mate and compare therelative contribution of each amplifier to the tank circuit noise. To simplify the

problem, one can break the positive feedback loop around the VCO, and also assume that the loop

amplifier is bandlimitedto B^ by thebypass capacitor, Cu^oe. LetBTAffK be defined as the tank-circuit

bandwith. Then, following a similar analysis as in Section 11.4of Gray and Meyer, [34], one can show

that

-V¥^ (2.5.1)Vto \ Wh Bu,

where Vva and vto are the rms-voltages across the tank circuit resulting from theVCO and loop amplifier,
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respectively. Ww is the noise power density of the VCO amplifier output at the high frequencies, and

Wta is the noise power density of the loop amplifieroutput at the low frequencies. ForW^ = 20Wvaf and

Btank-IQBia, vla is three times larger than vvco. It should be mentioned that this analysis is

oversimplified since the non-lineareffects and the flicker noise components are neglected.

Next, we close the positive feedback loop around the VCO-gain stage. According to Edson [63,

ch. 15], the VCO noise bandwith due to the thermal noise in the load resistor is:

2r 2

BVCo = 2nkT
PQ

(2.5.2)

where K0 is the amplificationat the nominal operating frequency f0, P is the power dissipated acrossthe

load, and Q is the tank circuit quality factor. For K0 = 10. f0 - 300 MHz, P = 0.04 mW, and Q = 10,

BVco ^ 58.7 Hz. However, when the noise from the amplifiers included, Bvco will increase considerably

since the noise bandwith is proportional to the noise density, [64, ch. 1]. Assuming that the noise density
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increases by a factor of 400,a very rough upper limit for QPLL will be about 104 with the values assumed

above.

Obviously this value is very optimistic. As it was discussed in the preceding section, the pull-in

range requirements wouldputstringer limits on QPLL. For example, if the pull-in range is onepercent of

f0 andthe loop filter attenuation is ten percentthen from equations (2.3.3)-(2.4.1), QPLL turns out to be

225.

Typical Q values for different narrowband filters are less than 80 for LC-filters, [65, ch. 10],

between 80 to 500 for PLLs, [5], [37], 500 to 1000 for SAW-filters, [661, and more than 1000 for dielec

tric resonator filters, [67], and for PLLs with crystal VCOs, [4], [68]. Reference [66] also provides a

good comparison between the PLLs and SAW-filters. PLLs have less lossandbetter bandwith control,

and they do not require a special substrate. But they are relatively difficult to implement at high-

frequencies. In digital PCM transmission link repeaters, aQ of 200 to250 isconsidered to beadequate

to control thejitter down to 0.1 radian, [5], [37]. However, in general, jitter is a strong function of the

codingof the random data as mentioned previously.

Another limitation that arises from employing a narrowband filter is the large pull-in time. For a

high-gain PLL, the pull-in time is proportional to the square of the initial frequency difference, and

inversely proportional to the cube of the noise bandwith, [25, ch. 5]. Therefore, for one percent pull-in

range at 300 MHz and apull-in time less than amillisecond, QP£L must beless than 1100. Consequendy,

PLLs with crystal-VCOs have longer pull-in times. Pull-in time can be reduced by several orders of

magnitude byinserting an antiparallel diode pair between the phase detector and the loop filter, [69].

2.6. Stability

Stability of the PLLinlocked condition can beanalyzed using theLaplace Transform and the Bode

plots. Referring to Figure 2.1, the open-loop gain of a PLL canbe writtenas:

G(s) =KPD Kmp ^-F(s) (2.6.1)
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Then the closed-loop transfer function is:

u( %_ ®<> KpdKampKvcqFJs) /o<o\
6t- s + KjtDK/MjtKyQoF (s )

Therefore, a high-gainsecond-order loop performsa low pass filtering operation on phase inputs.

Any extra delay in the loop also creates poles that must be included in the stability analysis. Usu

ally, the ripple filter used to minimize the phase detectoroutput ripple and/or the limited bandwith of the

loop-amplifierintroducesa non-negligible pole which is smallerthan the DC-loop gain.

A typical Bode plot of a second-orderloop with a ripple filter is shown in Figure2.5. Cr is the rip

ple filtercapacitor. The loop filtertransfer functionincludingthe ripple filtercan be written as:

'(/«* ^7 ^7- (2-63)
®pole ®rippU

Strictly speaking, the loop is third order now, but choosing the ripple filter pole large compared to the

loop filter zero enables us to analyze the loop as a second-order PLL. It can easily be shown that for a

phase margin greaterthan 45°, the ripple filterpole is given by:

•W^-J*- (2-6-4)

Therefore, a good rule of thumb is:

KDC ®pol* « , _-T- •7fL- » <oum »(Zpou (2.6.5)

For example, if KDC =0.1co0, co^ =KT5©,, and ®„m =2x lO^fy,, then the ripple filter pole must be

larger than 2.5* lO"3©^. Actually, the approximations involved in the derivation of equation (2.3.4) for

the noise bandwith also put similar restrictionsto those in equation (2.6.5). But they are easily satisfied if

equation(2.6.5) is followed as a rule. Note that for the valuesabove, QPLL is 100.

Before concluding this chapter, it might be interesting to check the scaling of the several PLL

parameters with frequency. KDC is proportional to the operating frequency co0, in radians per second,
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assuming that Kvco changes linearly with ©„. Therefore, for a given KPDt Kj^p and filter attenuation

ratio, QPLL is independent of frequency from equations (2.3.3) and (2.3.4). On the other hand, pull-in

range increases with frequency from equation (2.4.1) or(2.4.2). It seems that it iseasier toobtain agiven

QPLL at higher frequencies if the VCO stability can be maintained constant throughout the frequency

range of interest However, as the frequency continues toincrease, more extra poles will approach to
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Hence, if nothing else, stability degradation will limit the maximum frequency that can be scaled in a

simple way.



CHAPTER 3

VOLTAGE-CONTROLLED OSCILLATORS

3.1. Introduction

An oscillator is a circuit thatproduces a periodic signal at its output An active circuit and a posi

tive feedback network are the two essential parts of an oscillator. Oscillators can be analyzed eitheras

two-port feedback networks or as one-portnegative-resistance circuits. The design and analysisof oscil

lators are well covered in different books, [34]-[35], [70]-[72]. The amplitude of oscillation is usually

determined by the nonlinearity in the active circuit. The frequency of oscillation is determined by the

energy storage components, the voltageandcurrent levels andby the phaseshift or delay in the oscillator

circuit Therefore, varying any one of these quantities in a well-defined manner will result in an oscilla

tor whose frequency can be controlled as desired. Voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is the general

name used for such an oscillator.

There are several ways to implement a monolithic VCO. Depending on the controlling variable

andtheprinciple governing thedynamics of oscillations, theycan beclassified into four groups:

1. Varactor-controlled harmonic VCOs, [19]-[20], [50], [73],

2. Phase shift controlled harmonicVCOs, [13]-[14], [53]-[54],

3. Current-controlled relaxation VCOs, [11]-[12], [15]-[16], [74],

4. Delay-controlled ring VCOs, [7], [21], [75].

Harmonic oscillators employ an inductor, L, and a capacitor, C, for frequency selection. There

fore, varying the value of either one of these energy storage elements will result in a harmonic VCO.

Since variable capacitors (varactors) are readily available ina monolithic process asjunction capacitors,

varactor-controlled VCOs are very attractive from the integrated circuit point of view. Unfortunately,

inductors are not presendy available in monolithic Si technology, and they have to be external to the

17
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circuit Using the two-port feedback approach, one of the required conditions for the oscillations to start

is that the fed-back signal has to be in phase with the input signal. In other words, the total phase shift

around the loop has to be zero. Therefore, any phase shift in the active circuit has to be compensated in

the L-C tank circuit This forces the operating frequency to shift depending on the tank circuit phase sen

sitivity with respect to frequency. Hence, it is possible to control the VCO frequency by introducing a

deliberate phase shift into the active part of the oscillator and this may require some extra circuitry to

introduce and control the phase shift Moreover, at high frequencies, there already exists some phase

shift associated with the parasitics of the active device used. All these can make the temperature com

pensation of the circuitquite difficult. In general, a frequency detector will be very useful when a phase

shift controlled VCO is employed in the PLL, [13]-[14]. On the other hand, a varactor-controlled VCO

essentially requires the compensation of its varactor capacitance. This task can be made easier if an on-

chip junctioncapacitance with a known temperature dependence is used as the varactor. The phaseshift

can also be controlledby using R-C sectionsin the feedback network and without employing an inductor.

However, the frequency selectivity becomes poor which, in turn, increases the noise bandwith of the

oscillator.

As explainedin the secondchapter, the noisebandwith ofa harmonic oscillator is inversely propor

tional to the square of the tankcircuit quality factor, QT, andto thesignal amplitude. Sincetheamplitude

of oscillation is limited by other circuit constrains such as the requirement of forward active region of

operation for activedevices etc., it is best to keep the quality factor of tank circuitlarge, i.e. greater than

ten, if possible. The same condition is also necessary to filter outtheharmonics of the signal created by

the nonlinearities in the circuit Too muchdistortion will shift the oscillations to a lower frequency mak

ing the frequency control moredifficult The quality factor for a parallel tankcircuitis given by:

111 ,o, IS
e7=er+& (311)

where QL and Qc are the quality factors of L andC, respectively. Any other loading from the restof the

oscillator circuit will further lower the QT. Therefore, assuming a low-loss inductor, a high-quality

varactor is essential for achieving a high-performance varactor-tuned harmonic VCO. This topic will be
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discussed in detail in section 3.3. Even when a crystal can be used replacing the inductor, the losses in

the varactor will reduce the QT.

Relaxation and ring oscillators have one significant property in common, that is, they are both

broad band switching circuits. One of the storage elements which make the harmonic oscillators nar

rowband, L, is missing in relaxation and ring oscillators, and therefore, they are much more prone to

noise, [64]. They also tend to have large temperature coefficients at high frequencies, [11], [15]-[16],

[74]. Ideally, they are useful in obtaining square wave outputs. In a relaxation oscillator, a constant

current source charging a timing capacitor reverses its polarity when a threshold voltage determined by

the voltage drops in the circuit is reached. The switching behavior in each halfcycle is described by a

fast transition and a slowrelaxation. If the current can be controlled through a voltage to current con

verter, a VCO is obtained. In general, the frequency is a linear function of thecurrent and a verywide

range of frequency control can easily be achieved compared to the varactor-tuned and ring-type VCOs.

In a ring oscillator, odd number of inverter stages are cascaded in a ring formation. The delay through

each stage multiplied by the number of stages gives the half period of oscillations. Frequency can be

controlled by changing the delay which is a complicated function of several R-C time constants for a

given inverter. Inbipolar technology, the ECL gate and emitter follower bias currents are possible candi

dates to vary the gate delay, [17]-[18]. Theprocess, temperature and supply variations strongly influence

the frequency of oscillation since all the parasitics contribute to the gate delay. Multiple modes of oscil

lation encountered inring oscillators is another common problem that mustbeaddressed, [7], [75].

ConsequenUy, varactor-controlled harmonic VCOs seem tobe the best choice for high-frequency

narrowband PLL implementations in monolithic technology if onedesires lowjitter and lowTC. There

fore, the rest of this chapter is devoted to the discussion of varactor-controlled VCOs.

32. Negative Resistance and Frequency Limitations

As mentioned in the preceding section, every harmonic oscillator needs again stage and a feedback

network. Since it is relatively straightforward to fabricate wideband transconductance amplifiers and
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low-loss capacitive transformers using a silicon bipolar technology, a typical configuration that might

include these components is shown in Figure 3.1.

Assuming a negative conductance is available at the output, loading the amplifier with a a parallel tank

circuit will result in a harmonic oscillator.

The next question thatcomes to mind is that for what frequency range one can assumean output

impedance with a negative real part from thisamplifier with capacitive feedback. It caneasilybe shown

that for an ideal amplifier withinfinite input impedance and with noother loading at its input theoutput

impedance of thecircuit is always capacitive with anegative real part. Therefore, theonly frequency lim

itation will come from the bandwith of the amplifier depending on how large a negative resistance

required for a given loss in the tank circuit A logical step would be to choose a common-base amplifier

configuration since it has a very wide bandwith, [34,ch. 7], This results in the well-known common-base

Cblpitts circuit as shown in Figure 3.2. Since the input conductance, Gfa, of a common-base stage is

close to its transconductance, Gmt one can show thatthe following equation has to be satisfied in orderto

obtain a negative output conductance which is larger than theshunt conductance, GL, of the tankcircuit:

GJ
G*2>

ClC2GmRL-(Cl + C2)7
(3.2.1)
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Cv<Rl

where RL is the loading from the tankcircuit For Ic = 1 mA, C x= 1 pF, C2= 9 pF, /?L = 1 Kii, the

lower frequency limit turns out to be 390 MHz. Although only small-signal approximations are used so

far, SPICE simulations agree very closely with the limits given by equation (32.1). Note that for the

values above, RL has to be greater than 290 ohms so that the right-hand side of equation (32.1) is posi

tive. Therefore, even though the bandwith of the common-base stage is very large, the loading from its

input terminal restricts the useful bandwith of the circuit

One way todecrease the loading onthe capacitive transformer is to insert an emitter-follower stage

as a bufferbefore the common-base stage. This results in an emitter-coupled pair (ECP) oscillator as

shown in Figure 3.3. Now, the input conductance is decreased by a factor of transistor current gain, p,

for the same amplifier transconductance, Gm. A similar expression canbe derived for the ECP oscillator

as it was done for the Colpitis. The final result is:

0)2>
riCl^C^[GmRLCl-(Cl + Ci)]

(3.2.2)

For Ic =2 mA, Cx= 1 pF, C2=9 pF, RL = 1KQ, and |5 = 100, the lower frequency limit is equal to3.6

MHz.
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Next, we examine the imaginary part of theamplifier outputimpedance. Forthe Colpitisoscillator,

it can easily be shown that the output impedance is always capacitive. However, for the ECP oscillator,

there existsa frequency belowwhichtheoutputimpedance is inductive. This frequency is givenby:

Gj
(02 =

PC2(C! + C2)
(3.2.3)

For the same values as above, the outputimpedance is capacitive if the frequency is greater than 64.5

MHz. This means that thecircuit will selfresonate at64.5 MHz without a tank circuit at theoutput Any

capacitance in the tank circuitwill reduce that frequency. However,even then, therewill be a lowerlimit

on the oscillation frequency for a given tank capacitance. This is so because of the fact that as the value

of the inductor is made larger, the impedance of the tank inductor willbe muchlarger than the inductive

part of the amplifier outputimpedance at a low enough frequency. This puts an upperlimit on the useful

range of external inductance. In anycase, ECP oscillator topology is a better choice than Colpitts for fre

quencies lower than a few hundred MHz.

Let us turn our attention to the higher end of the frequency range that can be achieved with the

topologies considered. Since an ECP gain stage has a lower bandwith than a common-base stage, the

ECPoscillator is expectedto be morelimitedat the high-frequency end. The low-frequency modelsused
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so far are not very useful any more and device parasitics have to be included in the models. Therefore,

extensive computer simulations are required. Let us assume that the loading from the tank circuit is

between 250 to 1000 ohms. This is a reasonable assumption since at very high frequencies the losses in

the inductor and the varactordiode alone may impose the worst case limitations setting the maximum fre

quency of operation. To keep the value of C i minimum, a practical value of 1 pF is chosen. First let us

examine the Colpitts oscillator. The rangeof frequencies for which the common-base configurationcan

provide a negative shunt conductance largerthan GL is shown in Figure 3.4, for a bias current of 1 mA.

f(G

2.5

Hz)

^^~^*^7
2.0

»^Q,^S pF

/ ^<^*^ *
1.5 / j/^-T1* PF

/ y c1=i pF
1.0 \ / IE=^m^

0.5

n a _.....i i i i ^ r> tew

0 250 500 750 IK

Figure 3.4 - Available rangeof oscillation frequencies forColpittsoscillator.

Twocurves for C2being equal to5 and 10 pF are shown. The area enclosed by each curve gives theuse

ful range of frequencies for the corresponding value of C2. The cut-off frequency of thedevice is close
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to its optimum value of 11 GHz. As predicted, the lower frequency range does not extend below 300

MHz even with a 1 KH load. The useful range becomes more limited as the loading increased. Similar

curves are obtained for different bias conditions and C2values. Although thelower limitisalways larger

than 300 MHz, the upper limit can be more than 5 GHz for a load of 1 K£>.

A similar set of curves are obtained from the SPICE analysis of the ECP oscillator. In order to

obtain the same transconductance, G_ =
m 26mV

doubled. Two of these curves are plotted inFigure 3.5 for C2=2 and 10pF.

1mA
, from the ECP, the current in each transistor must be

Both the upper andlower frequency limits are shifted down compared to theColpitts gain stage. How

ever, assuming that we are interested in the frequency range from 100 MHz to 1 GHz, it is possible to
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obtain a negative shuntconductance larger than GL from theECP stage by choosing a proper valueof C2

for a given bias current Iee* and a load,RL. The maximum design value of C2 that would result in a

large enough negative conductance for theoscillations to start is plotted in Figure 3.6 for1^ = 2 mA and

4 mA.

For the worst case loading of 250 ohms, the required design values are less than 2 pF. Higher values can

be used if a narrower range of frequencies is required from the design. The conclusion is that the ECP

will perform better than the Colpitts for the mentioned frequency range of interest and for a load resis

tance less than 1000 ohms.
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33. Varactor Design

The depletion capacitance of a reverse-biased p-n junction is commonly usedas a variable capaci

tance, [76, ch. 2]. The quality factor, Qv, of a varactoris a function of bias and frequency. At low fre

quencies, the shunt conductance that represents the leakage current limits Qv, whereas at high-

frequencies, the series resistance is more significant A typical curve for Qv as a function of frequency

would look like as shown in Figure 3.7.

» FREQUENCY (Hz)

Figure3.7 - Quality factor of a varactor vs. frequency.

The frequency at which the Qv is maximum is usually less than a few MHz. Therefore, for frequencies

greater than a few MHz, Qv can be written as:

Gv =
1

(aRsCv
(3.3.1)

Consequendy, theRs-Cv product must be minimized to achieve high Qv at high frequencies. Although

Qv increases with reverse bias, this increase is limited by the breakdown voltage and the minimum

design value of Cv.

Several p-njunctions can be considered fora varactor structure if a high-frequency bipolar process

is available. Usually, such a process has a deep-p (DP) implant (or diffusion) for the extrinsic base and a
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shallow-p (SP) implant for the intrinsic base. It is assumed thatboth implantshave low enoughresistivity

to form a good contactwith the metalwhich is usually aluminum. Therefore, in conjunction with the n-

type epi layer, they can be used to form a varactor diode without any extra processing steps. Another

possibility is the junction formed by the shallow-n (SN) emitter implant and the SP implant. All three

structures are shown in Figure 3.8. Double collector and base contacts are used to reduce the collector

andbaseresistances, respectively. A pair of deep-n, (DN), plugs connect the buried layer, (BL), to the

collector contacts. Neglecting the metal losses, the dominant sources of series loss are the epi and the

buried layer regions, for the base-collector junctions, and the intrinsic baseregion under the emitter for

the base-emitter junction. The sheet resistance of the base implant under the emitter can beashigh as 10

to 12 KH per square, and therefore it is difficult to obtain a high-quality junction capacitance. Further

more, thebreakdown voltage is lower than that of the base-collector junctions. Although the one-sided

abrupt junction approximation iscommonly used, inreality, the junction capacitance isdetermined by the

dopant densities on both sides of the junction. Therefore, for the same area, the SP-EPI junction will

have aslighdy reduced capacitance, hence ahigher QVt compared to the DP-EPI junction.

Let us consider the SP-EPI structure shown in Figure 3.9 as a unit cell. If the plane of cross-

section isdesignated as the x-y plane, then, W and L are the width and length of the SP-implanted region

in the x-(horizontal) and z-(perpendicular to the cross-section) directions, respectively. The maximum

distance ofinterest in the y-(vertical) direction isthe epi layer thickness, tgpj. t&i isusually on the order

of a few microns orless for ahigh-frequency process. If the Rs-Cv product of this unit structure can be

minimized with respect toW and L, then any number of these cells can beconnected inparallel without

degrading the optimum Qv. This problem is obviously three dimensional, but some simplifying assump

tions can still be made. First of all, the contact resistance between the metal (Al) and silicon (Si) will be

neglected. Secondly, the skin effect for Al-metal lines will be assumed negligible below 1 GHz. The

bottom-wall and the side-wall capacitances will be considered separately, as shown inFigure 3.10. The

following resistivities may contribute to the series resistance, RBWt ofthe bottom-wall capacitance, CBW:

Horizontal: pA/ for SP, pBL for EPI,
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Similarly, the side-wall capacitance, C^, has the following resistive components contributing to its
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series resistance, R^:

Horizontal: pA/ for SP, p&j for EPI,

Vertical: P& for SP, p^ for EPI,

Perpendicular pAl for SP, pAl for EPI.

The metal losses in the perpendicular direction are modeled by RAisp and Rai-epi*as shown in Figure

3.10. Among the other components, only pBL and p£/>/ will be assumed to contribute to RBW, whereas

Rsw will mainly be determined by pEPI. The buried-layer component ofRsw can be modeled as a Re

transmission line, [77], and the total bottom-wall loss can be written as:

&bw = TT R a-BL ~~r + Pepi ™ t (332)

where dSP_BL is the vertical distance between the SP and the BL regions. If the bottom-wall capacitance

per areais CD, then one has:

CBW = CDWL (3.3.3)

One can also show that the side-wall resistance is given by:

Rsw =i£9EPi—t— (3.3.4)

where dDN_$p is the horizontal distance between the DN and the SP regions, and ;#> is the depth of the

intrinsic base implant. Finally, Cgw can be written as:

Cflv=2C,L (3.3.5)

where C, is the capacitance per length. Assuming that both branches have a quality factor larger than 10,

the quality factor of their parallel combination is given by the following equation:

1 Cbw + Csw

lBw Cbw +&SW ^sw
Qbwiisw - — 2 2 (3.3.6)

It can easily be shown that the equation above is a function of W but not L. Therefore, by taking the
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derivative of equation (3.3.6) withrespect toW, onecan find Wopt whichmaximizesQbw//sw- Then, the

effect of pM for a given number of unit cells, n, can be estimated using the following equations:

raisp -Rd-ai TuT— (3.3.7)n Wopt

and

&AI-EPI - RD-Al ~~~ur (3.3.8)
n WDN

where WDN is the width of the DN region. Before giving a numerical design example, it is worth men

tioning that the substrate capacitance, CSUBt can have a very low quality factor. An AC-short circuit

between the epi and the substrate terminals will minimize the effect of the substrate junction.

EXAMPLE

Let us assume that the following parameters are specified for an oxide-isolated bipolar process: p&i =

0.3 n/cm, /?chBL = 32Q/D, dsp^L =0.6 H, CD =0.4 fF/u*, dDN^p = 3 m tSP =0.4 u, C, =2 fF/u,

R0^,= 0.05 Q/D.

From equations (3.3.2) and (3.3.3), Qm > 10 if W < 100 u, and f < 1.4 GHz. From equations

(3.3.4) and (3.3.5), Qsw > 10if f <900MHz. Substituting these equations into(3.3.6), onecanobtain:

Q ^iPll 0.4 W+4BW//SW ^ Q42? w3+2gg w +72(K)0

where W is in microns. By taking the derivative of QBW//sw with respect toW and equating it to zero,

one can get*

^=40 |X

Substituting thisvalueback into theequation for Qbwiisw •

o -2^LUbwiisw - ^y^

where f is inGHz. Assuming that WDN =10jx and using equations (3.3.7) and (3.3.8):
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Raisp + Rai-epi= 0.00625 —
n

Now, for a zero-bias value of 10 pF, one can write:

l(ffF=n(0AWL+4L)

where W and L are in microns. Therefore, if W = 40 jx, then nL = 500 \l Choosingn = 5 results in L =

100 fx. Then, one has:

Raisp +Rai-epi —0.125 Q,

Since Qewhsw is 28.7 at 1 GHz, RBwusw = 0.555 CI for Cv = 10 pF. In other words, the total series resis

tance, Rs, is 0.7 ohms. Therefore:

Q 1_ =23
2jc10910-110.7

A layout sample with n = 5 is shown in Figure 3.11. Because of the various assumptions made in

modeling this three-dimensionaldistributed structure, the above results are optimistic and should be used

with caution. However, they are useful in estimatingan upper limit for Qv.

3.4. VCO Design

The complete VCO schematic is shown in Figure 3.12. For the reasons explained in section 3.2, an

emitter-coupled pair is chosen as thegainstagefor the VCO topology. This topology has the advantage

of an isolated output from the tank circuit in addition to a gain stage with high input impedance. The

total harmonic distortion is also smaller compared to a single-transistor oscillator since the tanh-

nonlinearity of a differential pair has only odd harmonics. As mentioned before, a reverse biased

shallow-base to collector-epi junction with buried-layer is used as the varactor diode in this design. The

effect of the substrate junction is minimized by connecting the epi-side to the supply potential. Positive

feedback is provided by the MOS capacitors CI and C2. The worst case series resistance of the MOS

capacitors can be estimated to be less than 5 ohms using a similar approach as it was done for the varac

tor. External inductance and capacitance can be used to adjust the center frequency and an external
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Figure 3.11 - Sample varactor layout

resistor can be used to obtain the optimum amplitude of oscillation. A clock amplifier follows the VCO

to provide a differential drive to the phase detector.

The amplitude of oscillation is a strong function of the losses in the varactor and the inductor at

very high frequencies. For instance, if each of them has a Q of 30 with a series resistance of 1 ohm, the

equivalent loading on the tank circuit will be 450 ohms. Then, the bias current, IEE, and the transformer

Cx + C2
ratio, n = -, have to be chosen accordingly for a given oscillation amplitude. Assuming a peak

oscillation amplitude of 500 mV for a worst case loading of 400 ohms, the fundamental current com

ponent at the oscillation frequency has to be 1.25 mA. If the signal amplitude at the differential pair

input is b times VT% then, the product b times n must be equal to 20. Choosing b = 5 and n = 4 results in

Iee = 2-1 mA from TabIe4-6-2of the reference [70, page 117]. ForC x= 1 pF,C2 shouldbe 3 pF. From

the negative resistance curves of Figure 3.6, the oscillations are possible almost up to 1 GHz. In reality,
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the value of C2 is designed to be closer to 2.5 pF by taking the parasitic capacitances into account The

varactor capacitance must be much larger than the equivalent MOS capacitance of 0.75 pF for a wide

tuning range. Furthermore, if one wants to achieve a loaded tank quality factor greater than 10 at 500

MHz, then:

Cv>
10

2k (500x10*) (400)
= 8pF

Naturally, at lower frequencies, there will be less loading from the tuning elements of the tank circuit,

and therefore, the amplitude will increase. Then, in order to limit the peak amplitude around 1 V, an

external resistance of 1 KQ is required. This, in turn, results in a fir of 10 at 200 MHz. The reflected

loading from the amplifier inputimpedance and thebias resistors can be shownto be negligible. Theout

put resistance of the ECP is larger than20 KQfor /^ = 2 mA. The extra phase shift introduced by the

capacitive feedback circuit is less than 15 degrees down to 50 MHz. The base voltages of the ECP

transistors are chosen to be 2VBE to keep the currentsource in the forward active region. Assuming that
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the largest control voltage, VC0N, available is Vcc - VBE and the peak oscillation amplitude is about one

VBE, the dynamic range of VC0N is limited to Vcc - 4 VBE to keep the common-base transistor in the for

ward active region.

The AC-schematic of the VCO including the parasitics is shown in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13 - AC-schematic of the VCO with parasitics.

Although adistributed L-C structure similar to awaveguide isabetter model for frequencies approaching

to 10 GHz, the lumped circuit model is assumed sufficient for frequencies less than 1 GHz. The center

frequency of the VCO canbe approximated as:

/.=• 2k VCLnr +L^ +L„ ) (Cv +Cx ) (3A1)
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Ci(C2+Cp)
x= r +r +C + pai + ***+ ^Pin~t°-Pin (3.4.2)

C„ =

>♦*
(3.4.3)

In the equations above, Cp is the total parasitic capacitance across C2 including the input capacitance of

the gain stage and the substrate capacitance of C h and C0 is the zero-bias value of the varactor capaci

tance, Cv. The epi-side of the capacitor Cx is connected to C2 in ordernot to load the tank circuit with

its substrate capacitance. The epi-side of the capacitor C2 is connected to the ground potential At high-

frequencies, bonding wire and package leadinductance together with padand pin capacitance will affect

the frequency of operation,and therefore they arealso included in the firsttwo equations.

A built-in potential, V*w, of 0.4 V and a grading coefficient, m, of 0.2 are specified for the process

used to fabricate the test circuit The grading coefficient is disappointingly lower than die initially

assumeddesignvaluesof 0.33 to 0.4 due to the outdiffusion from the buriedlayerinto the thin epi region,

[78]. If VR is between 0.8 and 2.8 volts, then Cv varies between 0.66C0 and 0.80C0. Since the

minimumvalue for Cx is about 1.4pF,0.66C0 should be at least7 pF. In otherwords, C0must be larger

than 10.6 pF. The minimum tuningrange thatcanbe obtained with these valuesare -5 and+3 percent

Decreasing Cx or increasing C0 will achievean upper limit of -5.8 and+3.7 percent However, the lower

limit on Cx depends on the package used andthe upper limit on C0 depends on the practical values of

external inductance, henceagain on the package, if the chip area is not a crucial factor. For example, for

a center-frequency of 500 MHz, a total inductance of 11.0 nH is required if C0 is 10.6 pFand VR is 1.8

volts. If the package contributes a pin inductance of 2 nH, then the external inductance should be 9 nH.

The varactor also has a series inductance of 2 nH due to the supply pin, and therefore, its self-resonance

frequency is 1.3 GHz. Consequentiy, it will be useful to use multiple pins for the supply to reduce the

parasitic inductance for frequencies above 500 MHz. This will also help to reduce the effect of the sub-
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strate junction on the varactor impedance. In the final design, a C0 value of 13.5 pF is used. The

estimated substrate capacitance is about 45 pF. Employing this varactor, the VCO will have a gain of

-0.051(0o and +O.032co„ rad/(sec-volt). By shifting the VR range to between 0.4 and 2.4 V, the the tuning

range and the VCO gain can be increased to -6.9 and +3.9 percent, and -0.069co0 and +O.O39a>0

rad/(sec-volt), respectively. This would require limiting the oscillationamplitude to less than 400 mV.

The schematic of the clock amplifier is shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14 - Schematic of the clock amplifier.

It is a single-stage differential pair amplifier with a small-signal gain of 7.5 and a bandwith of 900MHz.

When considered together with the VCO, the clock amplifier behaves more like an ECL-NOR gate with

complementary outputs to provide sufficient balanced drive to the phase detector. The input signal

amplitude from the VCO can be made close to the oscillation amplitude by choosing an isolated-VCO-

output gain of n, the turns ratio of the capacitive transformer. Then, for an oscillation amplitude of 100
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mV or larger, the clock amplifier outputis more than ±400 mV. As the oscillation amplitude is increased

beyond 200 mV, the differential clock output becomes equal to ± 500 mV by the limiting action of the

clock amplifier.

Although theoscillations are nearly sinusoidal andtheeven-order nonlinearities are negligible, any

asymmetry in the VCO gain stage and the clock amplifier will shift the duty cycle of the clock signal

away from the ideal 50 percent Apart from the random mismatches in the transistors of the differential

pairs, the following sources contribute to the duty cycle shift

1. Unequal switching times of the input transistor of the VCO gain stage which serves as a buffer for the

common-base transistor. This mismatch between the turn-on and turn-off times becomes negligible as

the frequency and the amplitude are decreased.

2. Different base-collector bias voltages and base terminations for the transistors of VCO differential

pair.

3. The mismatch between the base voltagesof the clock amplifierdifferential pair. The contribution from

this mismatch becomes more significant as the oscillation amplitude is decreased. Therefore, the refer

ence voltage of the clock amplifier must match the VCO output as close as possible.

Under the worst case conditions, the clock waveform duty cycle at 500 MHz is expected to be between

48 and 52 percent from the SPICE simulations. A fully-balanced configuration which will be affected

only by the random component mismatches is shown in Figure 3.15. However, any device mismatch in

the VCO gain stage will createan offset voltage at the clock amplifier input similar to the third mismatch

source mentioned above. Furthermore, the chip areaused for the varactors must be increasedby a factor

of four to achieve the same varactorcapacitance as before.

Since the transconductances of all gain stagesemployed in the VCO design are inversely propor

tional to the absolute temperature, all the current sources aredesigned to be proportional to the ratioof a

PTAT (Proportional To Absolute Temperature) voltage to a resistor. This helps to minimize the ampli-
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tudevariations with supply andtemperature. The reference voltage of theclockamplifier is derived from

a bias circuit which mirrors the bias currents in the VCO. Therefore, it tracks the VCO output very

closely with supply and temperature. The bandgap reference used to derive the PTAT voltages willbe

described in the next section.
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3.5. Loop Amplifier and Bandgap Reference

A two-stageloop-amplifier with a gain of 50 is designed to achievea high-gain second-order PLL.

Figure 3.16 shows the schematic of the loopamplifier and the VCO.
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Figure 3.16 - Loop amplifier and VCO.

Assuming a worst case VCO gain of 0.03©o rad/(volt-sec) and a worst case phase detector gain of 0.1

volt/rad, a PLL with this loop-amplifier introduces a phaseerror less than 4 degrees for a pull-inrange of

± 1 percent For an equal contribution from the offset voltages, the total offset voltage from the loop

amplifier and the phase detector must be less than 7 mV. In order to minimize the contribution of the

level shifting diodes and the second stage to the input offset, the first stage gain is designed to be 20.

Large area (10 times the minimum ) devices are used to improve the matching throughout the loop

amplifier. The bias current of the first stage should be kept low (1 mA or less) to minimize the input

offsetcurrent and to maximize the input impedance. Thebiascurrents of the second-stage ECPand the

emitter follower are high (5 to 6 mA) to achieve a low outputimpedance. The output impedance is less

than 10 ohms at low frequencies and becomes inductive at high-frequencies. The bandwith of the loop
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amplifier is not very critical as long as it passes the largest frequency difference between the input and

the VCO without much attenuation during capture. This difference is usually less than a few percent of

the input frequency. The inherent3-dB bandwithof the loop amplifier is around 150 MHz. A10 nF chip

capacitor at the output limits the bandwith to 2 MHz. This bypass capacitor is necessary not to degrade

the quality factor of the external inductor andto provide some positivephasemargin against any parasitic

feedback around the loop amplifier.

The low-frequency control voltage at the amplifieroutput can be written as:

v -v -v -ns/? / 0.5Iee\Rc\ 0.5Iee2Rc2 .,
vcon - vcc - vbe - w-5 RC2IEE2 ~ 0-3 7} T/ . ft g T—5—Vos (3.5.1)

VT VT+ \J.51EE2tiE2

whereVos is the sum of the offset voltages from phase detector outputand amplifier input The reverse

bias across the varactor diode is:

Vr=Vcc-VC0N (3.52)

andthis voltageappears in series with thebuilt-in potential, Vbh of the varactor diode. Therefore,

Vbi +VR =Vu +VBE +0.5*^2+0.125 /g"*cl /"ft* Vos (3.53)
VT VT+ V£1eE2KE2

Let us assume that

VOS=±02VT (3.5.4)

Veei
/£Ei = -T— (3.5.5)

KEEl

and

^££2
IeE2=-B (3«5-6)

KEE2

whereVeei andV^ are therequired reference voltages. Then

V* +VR =Vbi +VBE +0.5 Vm^ ±0.05 Vai^£L|£2. (3.5.7)
«££2 KEEl KE2
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One possibleapproach to minimize the temperature dependence of the expressionabove is to set

(3.5.8)os-fei^i^^)
R EE2 dT - dT

dV,EE\

dT
= 0 (3.5.9)

Rc2 ~ 4 REE2 (33.10)

VvFi^Vnr.-n Vi'EE2- VBG BE (3.5.11)

then from (3.5.8):

n = l (3.5.12)

assuming that Vbi and VBE have the same TC. Consequendy, VEEl can be set equal to the band-gap

reference voltage, VBGt andVee2 canbe setequal to thevoltage difference betweenVBG andVJ£. In this

way, the varactor capacitance, hence the VCO center-frequency, canbe made independent of supplyand

temperature to a first orderapproximation. In general, V« and VBE have differentTCs and the TC of the

dielectric constant of silicon, es, cannotbe neglected for large reverse bias. If the varactor capacitance

can be written as:

t£2_

EE2R
= 2

C„ =
Ktsa

vbi + vR

where K, a and m areconstantwith temperature, then,equation (3.5.10) can be modified as:

wBE dvbi

dT dT

dec

ts dT

.

wBE
dT

(3.5.13)

(3.5.14)
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dVRBE
—r—- is found to be -1.5 mV/°C from SPICE simulations at a bias current of 5 mA and over 0 to 100 °C.

BT

-r— is found to be -2.9 mV/°C both from SPICE and using the equation (24) of [76, ch. 2] which

de$
assumes a linearly graded junction, a and—— are assumed to be 2 and200 ppm/°C, respectively, [79,

£5 aT

ch. 2]. Then, from equation (3.5.14), the ratio —— is around 7 for Vbi =0.4 V and VR = 2.0 V. This
REE2

ratio provides a dynamic range of 2.6 volts for the control voltage. Finally, the following resistor values

are used in thedesign: Rcx= 1KG,RBBl = 12 KQ,RC2 =430Q,Ree2=Re2- 65 CL With these design

values and the assumptions made above, the TC of the VCO center frequency is ideally less than ± 6

ppm/°C for m = 0.2 and over 0 to 100°C. A 10 percent design error in the resistor ratioincreases these

limits to±25 ppm/°C. Another 20 to25 ppm/°C will becontributed by the phase shift in the VCO gain

stage, the collector to emitter current gain of the devices, the resistor ratios, the MOS capacitors, the

parasitic capacitors and the inductors. Considering all theassumptions made above, the TC of theVCO

centerfrequency canbe estimated to be between 50 to 100ppm/°C.

Figure 3.17 shows the schematic of the bandgap reference used in this design. It is a simple two-

cell reference circuit without any second order correction, [74], [80]. Qxhas 8 times the area ofQ2, and

therefore, thevoltage across Rxis VT In 8 neglecting thedevice resistances. Dueto thePNP current mir-

VT
ror, thecurrent through R2is 2 —— In 8. Hence, the bandgap voltage isgiven by:

R
Vbgi =VB£2 +2 — VT In 8 (3.5.15)

Choosing Rx=530 ohms results in/C1 =IC2 =0.1 mA. Then, for the process used to fabricate the test

circuit equation (3.5.15) gives R2 - 43RX =2280 ohms. A second bandgap voltage, VBG2t is derived

through balancing the circuit with PNP current mirrors as shown in Figure 3.17. This voltage isused to

derive all the bias currents in the PLL circuit except the first stage of the loop amplifier. The first stage

current bias is set equal to 1mA bythe resistor R3. The resistor R4 at the second bandgap output isset

equal to — to allow for aload current of0.3 mA. Several lateral PNP transistors are used in parallel to
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improve the current gain and the matching of the devices. A vertical PNP is used to cancel the base

currents of Q10 and Qn. R5is a 100 KQ, start-up resistor and Cc is a 1.3 pFcompensation capacitor.

SPICE simulations show a bandgap reference TC betterthan 65 ppm/°C from 0 to 100°C. This will con

tribute less than 10 ppm/°Cto the VCO frequency stability.



CHAPTER 4

PHASE DETECTORS

4.1. Introduction

A phase detector, or a phase comparator, is a circuit which compares the phases of two inputs at

the same frequency and gives an output voltage proportional to the phase difference. Analog phase

locked-loops mayemploy either analog ordigital phase detectors. As long asthecontrol voltage derived

from the filter is an analog quantity, one still has an analog PLL. Most common analog phase detectors

are the modulator type. They compare theinput waveforms overthewholecycle,andhence, are affected

by the input amplitudes and duty-cycles. Digital circuits can be either of two types: combinatorial or

sequential. An exclusive-OR gate is a combinatorial circuit but it essentially behaves as an overdriven

modulator-type phase detector, and therefore, it should beclassified asananalog phase detector. Onthe

other hand, a flip-flop is a sequential circuit and affected only by the transition times of the inputs.

Besides being insensitive toduty cycles, sequential type circuits have memory, adding significant charac

teristics to their properties which are not possessed by simple modulator orcombinatorial type circuits.

Since sequential phase detectors can remember the previous phase difference and compare it with the

current one, they have an inherent frequency detection capability inaddition totheir phase detection pro

perty. In this thesis, only this type of circuit will be classified as adigital phase detector. Consequendy,

the frequency acquisition capability of the PLL strongly depends on the phase detector type used. Ana

log (modulator and combinatorial type) phase detectors are memoryless and donothave the inherent fre

quency detection property of the digital (sequential type) phase detectors with memory. Analog fre

quency detectors which employ R-C filters as memoryelements will not be included in this discussion.

As was shown in Chapter 2, a large gain and a small offset are required from a phase detector to

minimize the phase error. In order toreduce the phase detector offset voltage, large area devices should

45
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be usedwhenever possible without degrading the frequency performance. The frequency performance of

analogphasedetectors is superior to digitalphasedetectors as will be discussedin the next sections.

One can also classify phase detectors according to their transfer characteristics. Figure 4.1 shows

four different phase detector characteristics: sinusoidal, triangular, sawtooth andadaptive.

-360.

/

/

Figure 4.1 - Phase detector characteristics.

/
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A sinusoidal characteristic is obtained from a modulator type phase detector when the PLL inputhas a

small amplitude. A triangular characteristic is obtained when the input amplitude is large, [25, ch. 6],

[34, ch. 10]. Ideally, the operating stable point is 90 degrees for analog phase detectors. A sawtooth-

shaped transfer curveis obtained when an edge-triggered flip-flop is usedas a phase detector, [60]. The

stable operating point can be at 0 or 180 degrees. Finally, adaptive phase detectors employ up-down

counters and havenonperiodic, but repetitive transfer functions, [59]. They have0 degrees as theirstable
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operating point All these curves are validfor low-frequency andnoise-free operation. Furthermore, any

loop amplifier with a finite input dynamic range will modify the phase detector characteristics into a

near-trapezoidal shape. At high-frequencies andwithnoise, the triangular characteristics of analog phase

detectors degenerate into sinusoidal characteristics. The digital phase detectors function reliably only

under low-noise conditions.

42. Analog Phase Detectors

The most common analog phase detectors are modulators or mixers. A double-balanced modulator

forms the basis of well-known four-quadrant multiplier, [34, ch. 10]. Similarly, the core of a two-

quadrant multiplier is a single-balanced modulator. Although it is possible to implement these circuits

using either transistors or diodes, transistors are active devices and hence they are preferred for higher

phase detector gain. They also possess the same matching properties as diodes in integrated circuit

implementations. It is interesting to note that a double-balanced modulator and an exclusive-OR gate

have the same truth table for large input signals. Similarly, a single-balanced modulator can be"imple

mented" using combinatorial logic gates for high-level signals. All of these implementations have the

common property that thecomplete waveforms within a cycle are compared by the phase detector. One

consequence of this property is that the average output of an analog phase detector is sensitive tothe duty

cycles of the input waveforms. Another consequence is that one can obtain a sinusoidal or a triangular

characteristics depending on the inputsignal level

If a double-balanced modulator is used as the phase detector, the output is a replica of the VCO

waveform when there is noinput signal to the PLL as shown in Figure 4.2. Therefore, if the VCO does

not have a 50 percent duty cycle, the phase detector output will have a DC-offset. A single-balanced

modulator type circuit is proposed to eliminate this offset as shown in Figure 4.3. The differential output

waveform can have three levels, hence this circuit is also called a tristate phase detector, [14]. Whenever

there is no input signal, the phase detector output is ideally zero. Therefore, the VCO asymmetry has

almost no effect on the tristate phase detector output for no input signal case. In the following para-
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graphs, the static and dynamic performance of these two phase detector circuits will be compared in

detail.
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There are two parameters which define the static performance of a phase detector, its gain and

DC-offset First, let us assume that all theinput transitions are present, i.e. thePLL inputis a determinis

tic signal. It canbe easily shown thatthe phase detector gain is:

Re IrfKPD=-^ (4.2.1)
K

for a single-balanced modulator and

Rc IreKPD=2-±-%- (422)
K

for a double-balanced modulator.

In a practical circuit, VBE mismatch between the output emitter followers and Rc mismatch

between the load resistors contribute to the DC-offset, Therefore, large-area devices and wide resistors

should be used to minimize thesecontributions. Biascurrents mustbe kept low enough to minimize the

effect of the emitter resistor mismatch in the devices. For large input signals, the DC-offset voltage is

given by:

lee ARrV0S =AVBE + m4 C (4.2.3)

for a single-balanced modulator and

lee ARs*V0S =AVBE+ EE2 C (4.2.4)

for a double-balanced modulator. The static phase error introduced by a phase detector can be written as:

^ vos
*e=-zr- (4.2.5)

APD

Now, let us consider the randomdata input case. If thereare no input transitions, the second term

in equation (4.2.3) becomes zero whereas equation (4.2.4) remains the same. Since the remaining terms

are present all the time and can only be corrected when there are transitions in the data, the effective

phase detector gain to be used in equation (4.2.5) is reduced by a factor of two (assuming equally likely
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data) for all the terms in equations (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) except the second term in equation (4.2.3). There

fore, the static phase error for a single-balanced modulator is:

e,=*

ee=K

2AK** AR,BE +.
IeeRc 4R{

Similarly, the static phase error for a double-balanced modulator is:

AVBE AR,
+

Iee Rc 2 R{

(4.2.6)

(4.2.7)

As it canbe seen from the lasttwo equations for equally likely data, the static performance of the tristate

phase detector can be made better than that of the double-balanced modulator by increasing the phase

detector gain.

The dynamic performance of a phase detector is of interest during capture. As it was discussed in

Chapter 2, there is a minimum pull-in range requirement from aPLLwhich is given by:

A(oP 2> Kamp Kvco AVCON (4.2.8)

where AVC0N includes notonly the average of Vos for equally likely data, butalso a component, VA0S>

which is a function of the duty cycles of the input and the VCO. As the frequency difference goes to

zero, the phase detector output waveform approaches to the phase detector characteristics. It can easily

beshown that when one of the inputs has aduty cycle different from 50 percent, an analog phase detector

will have atrapezoidal characteristic instead ofatriangular one. Whether the average of the phase detec

tor characteristics over a period will still be zero depends on the circuit and the duty cycle of the other

input For a tristate phase detector, the average output as the frequency difference goes to zero can be

shown to be

Vaos =Rc Iee Din (1-2Dvco ) (4.2.9)

where Dm and Dvco are the duty cycles of the input and the VCO, respectively. Hence, it is possible to

reduce this "acquisition offset" voltage by employing narrow input pulses. For a double-balanced modu

lator equation (4.2.9) becomes:
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VAos=RCIee (2DJN-l)( l-2Dvco ) (4.2.10)

Therefore, deterministic input signals withdutycycles close to 50 percent result in a smaller acquisition

offset with a doublebalanced modulator. On the other hand, an input signal with a duty cycle less'than

1/3 yields a smaller acquisition offset voltage when a tristate phase detector is used instead of a double-

balanced modulator.

However, DIN is zero when there is no input transition at the PLL input, that is when a zero bit is

received, and VA0S becomes zero for a tristate phase detector from equation (4.2.9). Using equations

(4.2.3) to (4.2.4) and (4.2.8) to (4.2.10) forequally likely random data, one can show that

A(Op ^ Kjmp KyCO
ARr IeeWbe+ g— +03RcIEEDIN(\-2DyCO)

for a single-balanced modulator and

AxQp ^ Kjmp KyQQ WBE+ *"+Rc Iee (1 -Dm )(1-2DVC0 )

(42.11)

(42.12)

for a double-balanced modulator. The conclusion is that the tristate phase detector is a betterchoice if

theduty cycle of the equally likely data waveform is lessthan 2/3. If theVCO duty cycle is 50 percent,

the tristate phase detector always has a better dynamic performance for both deterministic and random

input signals.

At low frequencies, it is usually assumed that there isa 90° phase difference between thetwophase

detector inputs when the PLL is in lock. However, thisphase difference is alsoduty cycle dependent In

other words, the phase difference which produces a zero average output is a function of the input duty

cycles. The zero output point can be found by plotting the phase detector characteristics for arbitrary

duty cycles, DlN andDyco. The final resultsaregiven by:

<fr„ = wZ>IN (42.13)

for a tristate phase detector, and

<t\,=7t(0.5+Dw-Dva,) (4.2.14)
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for a double-balanced modulator. As it can be seen from the equations above, random variations in the

VCO duty cycle do not create phase error (jitter) for the tristate phase detector.

At high frequencies, this phase difference may be different from 90°, even for inputs with 50 per

cent duty cycle, since there is a phase shift introduced by the phase detector circuit itself. (About 4° at

500 MHz for a tristatephasedetector with a 10GHz process). This phase shift is frequency, temperature

and supply dependent and can degrade the circuit performance above a few hundred MHz. The phase

detectorbias current,Iee* canbe derived from a band-gap reference circuit to reduce that dependence.

The bandwith of the phase detector mustbe large enough to passthe beat frequency signals as high

as ± 5 percent of the center frequency, f0, andmust lie well above the loop bandwithso thatno undesir

able phase shift is introduced. For small-signal PLL inputs, the tristate behaves like a sinusoidal phase

detector. The circuit canbe considered asa cascode connected amplifier forevery half cycle of theVCO

waveform. Therefore, the small-signalbandwithof the tristatephasedetector can be estimated as:

/-s* ' 2K[(Rs +rb)(Ct+g„TP)+Rc(Cco+Ce +Cs)] (4*2*15)

where Ceo represents the loading from theemitter follower stage, [34, ch. 7]. This approximation yields

abandwith about 1.0 GHz for Iee=2 mA,Rs=50ohms, Rc =200ohms, and withdouble-base, 2 by 10

micron-square emitter-area transistors. Computer simulations showa small-signal bandwith of 1.3 GHz.

These estimates become conservative when the tristate input swings are comparable toorlarger than VT.

Then, one might use the large-signal time constants which are smaller than the ones used in equation

(4.2.15) above, [17]. However, for large signals the phase detector characteristics are not exacdy

sinusoidal (triangular at low frequencies, more and more sinusoidal at higher frequencies) as shown in

Figure 4.4. Hence, the phase detector gain (ideally the slope around 90° phase) and the peak value of the

characteristics (ideally for0° or 180°phase) may havedifferentbandwith. Since we are interested in the

bandwith of the phase detector gain, unless the sinusoidal approximation holds (i.e. the operating fre

quency is high enough), one has to depend on the computer simulations. For ± 200 mV VCO swing,

SPICE gives a tristate bandwith of 2, 5, and 8 GHz for input amplitudes of ± 20,± 100, and± 200mV,
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Figure 4.4 - Tristate phase detector characteristics at 500 MHz.

respectively, as shown in Figure 4.5. Therefore, the phase detector bandwith is very large and the VCO

is the limiting factor in the operating frequency range. It can easilybe shown that this conclusion is also

valid for a double-balanced modulator.

In light of the comparisons made in this section, a single-balanced modulator is chosen over a

double-balanced modulator as an analog phase detector in implementing the PLL. The complete circuit

including the inputamplifier is shown in Figure 4.6. Using /ffi = 2 mA and Rc = 250 ohms, the max

imum phase detector gain is designed to be 160mV/radian. The emitter follower transistors have an area

5 times larger than that of the switching devices to minimize the offset. The width of the resistors is 20

microns for goodmatching. For 1 mV VBE mismatch and 1 percent resistor mismatch, Vos is 2.25mV

from equation (4.2.3). When there are no input transitions, Vos reduces to 1 mV. Then, the static phase

error for equally likely data is 1.17 degrees from equation (42.6). The total offset that has to be over

come during capture is 4.125 mV from equation (4.2.11) assuming Dm =0.50 andDvco - 0.49.
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The design of theinput amplifier is very similar to theclock amplifier. The onlydifference is that

the 250 ohm load resistors has been replaced by 400 ohm resistors to increase thegain. It has a small-

signal gain of 12and a bandwith of 650 MHz. When considered with large inputs, it behaves like an

ECL-NOR gate with complementary outputs to provide sufficient balanced drive to the phase detector.

The maximum logic swing is 800 mV. The reference voltage is derived from the bandgap reference and

it isequal to Vcc - VBG. The input amplifier helps to improve the phase detector gain for low level sig

nals.

43, Digital Phase Detectors

There are two types of digital phase detectors which are commonly used; sawtooth [58], [62] and

adaptive, [58]-|59], [61]. There exist several versions of each type, some of them being commercially

available. Each version might have adifferent linear range. However, the underlying principle ofopera

tion does not differ in the sense that they are always sequential type circuits having memory. It is
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PD

intuitively simple to use this memory approach to understand the frequency detection property sinceany

change in the phase difference has to be remembered for frequency detection. Therefore, they are capa

ble of frequency detection in addition to phase detection regardless of theirlinearrange. It may be worth

to mention that the opposite is not necessarily true, that is, a sequential type frequency detector maynot

have the phase detection property. An exampleof thisis givenin Appendix B.

The sawtooth characteristics can be obtained with an R-S flip-flop or a D-type master-slave flip-

flop. In the simplest caseof R-S flip-flops, theoutput is setby thedata transitions and resetby the VCO

transitions. However, unless thedata pulses are ideal impulses this phase detector has a large acquisition

offset, [60]. Furthermore, when data transitions are missing, the output remains reset forcing the VCO

away from the center frequency. To solve this problem, a set-toggle flip-flop can be used, [62]. In this

case, the VCO transitions toggle the output when the data transitions are missing hence reducing the

offset ideally to zero. A better alternative is to use an edge-triggered flip-flop eliminating the need for

very narrowdata pulses, [60]. The frequency detection property and the limitations of thisphase detector
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has been analyzed by R. C. Halgren et al. It is shown in [60] that the frequency discriminatorgain of this

circuit for random data is 1/9 of the gain for square-wave data. It is also shown that the frequency detec

tor gain can be zero for some well-known codingschemes. Furthermore, to reduce the large acquisition

offset coming from the set-up times and propagation delays, additional circuitry and variable R-C sec

tions are required. Even with propagation delays around 1 nS, the frequency of operation is limited to

frequencies below 100 MHz.

The secondimportant classof digital phase detectors is the adaptive phasedetectors. They alsoare

implemented in different versions, [58]-[59], [61]. The digital phase-frequency detector (DPFD) is the

most well-known adaptive phasedetector. It is analyzed in detail in Appendix A. Two circuitimplemen

tations areshown in Figures A.1 and A2. Although a DPFD cannot tolerate missingtransitions, a PLL

with a DPFD is sometimes useful to reduce the jitter following a passive narrowband filter or when a

separate pilot toneis transmitted for clockrecovery. The average differential outputavailable from the

DPFD is a measure of the phase difference between the positive-going edges of the two inputs. There

fore, inputduty cycles do not haveany effect on the output

At high frequencies, the self-terminating reset pulse at thecontrol gate output limits the frequency

performance of the circuit A detailed analysis has been made tounderstand the frequency detection pro

perty of the circuit and the effect of the reset pulse width. It is shown inAppendix A that the average dif

ferential outputnormalized by the logic swingis given by:

r,— 3 + 0.5
K^ =f7Io-a (4-3-1)

where p is the normalized frequency difference with respect to the lower input frequency and a is the

reset pulse width normalized by the inverse of that frequency. In order to have the correct polarity to

help the frequency acquisition, VAVE must begreater than zero as the frequency difference goes to zero.

For example, a 4 nS reset pulse width limitstheuseful frequency range to less than 125 MHz.

SPICE simulations have extensively been used to verify equation (4.3.1). A junction-isolated 4

GHz process gives a maximum frequency of operation of 115 MHz for the D-type master-slave version
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and 175 MHz for theR-S latch version. An oxide-isolated 12GHz process yields a maximum frequency

of 600MHz for theD-type master-slave version and 770 MHz for theR-S latch version. The power dis

sipation is around 475 mW with a single 5 V supply. For the 4-GHz process, the reset pulse width is

around 4 to4.5 nS with theD-type master-slave flip-flops. Thisgives anestimated maximum frequency

of 110 to 125 MHz agreeing with the simulation results.

Somehigh-frequency measurements have also been performed to verify theresults of Appendix A.

A commercially availableR-S latch version of the circuit (MC12040) has been used in the measurements.

The circuit is from the MECL family and fabricated witha 1nS gate-delay bipolar process. It dissipates

520mW. The reset pulse width measured from the phase characteristics was 5 nS. This puts the upper

limiton the frequency of operation as 100MHzwhich is close to the typical operating frequency given in

the data sheet (70 MHz).

Due to the limitations of sawtooth andadaptive phase detectors as frequency discriminators, a digi

tal rotational-frequency detector (DRFD) which can work with random data has been designed. The

design philosophy is based on the rotational-frequency detector concept [51]. The operation of the cir

cuit is explained in detail in Appendix B. The DRFD employs six D-type flip-flops and two combina

torial gates as shown in Figure B.2. Sincethecircuit does notrequire any additional filtering (unlike the

analog frequency detectors), it can easily be implemented with monolithic integration. The high-

frequency performance of the circuit is limited by the set-up times and propagation delays of the flip-

flops and by the logic swing. The logic swing cannot be made too small since the DRFD output is pro

portional to it SPICE simulations show that the DRFD provides acorrection voltage with the right polar

ity up to 2.5 GHz for frequency offsets greater than 25 percent with a 12 GHz process. This frequency

limit reduces to 500 MHz for frequency differences larger than 5 percent and to 100 MHz for frequency

offsets greater than 1 percent The logic swingis400mV andthe power dissipation is 400 mW.

As a conclusion, analog phase detectors are superior to digital phase detectors since they have

better frequency performance with less power dissipation and smaller chip area. However, digital phase

detectors provide larger pull-in range andshorter pull-in times.
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4.4. Non-Phase Sensitive Effects

An ideal phase detector output is sensitive only to the inputphase difference. In practice, however,

several other sources my cause the phase detector output to change. Some of these sources will be

reviewed in this section.

4.4.1. Temperature and Supply Dependence

Thephasedetector gainand theDC-offset arebothfunctions of temperature andsupply. However,

the static phase error can be made independent of supply and temperature using a bandgap reference.

Using equation (42.6),onecan show that if the bias current Iee* is derived from a PTAT voltage, the

effects of temperature andsupply variations on9, are eliminated toa first order approximation. Asmen

tioned inSection 4.2, the stable operating point, <D0, isalso temperature and supply dependent Deriving

Iee from a bandgap reference will reduce that dependence to less than ± 2 degrees over0 to70°Cat 500

MHz.

4.4.2. Ripple and VCO Feedthrough

Fora periodic input, theripple at the output is at twice theinput frequency fora double-balanced

modulator and at the input frequency for a single-balanced modulator. The ripple is reduced bya factor

of 10 ormore bythe loop filter. Aripple filter will further reduce the ripple if injection into the VCO isa

problem. The average output resulting from the feedthrough ofan asymmetric VCO waveform isquite

negligible (a few microvolts) when a tristate phasedetector is used.

4.43. Input Level Dependence

Examination of Figure 4.5 reveals that the input signal amplitude toa tristate phase detector must

be more than 100 mV, or4 VT, for full switching ofthe lower differential pair. In this case, the phase

detector characteristics can be assumed to be triangular and equation (4.2.1) can be used for the phase

detector gain. An input amplifier with a gain of 10 ormore reduces this requirement down to 10 mV or
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less. The tristate phase detector gain for small signals can be found by following a similar analysis as in

[34, ch. 10]. The final result is:

v _ Rc Iee vin
KpD—irw; (4A1)

where V^ is the input signal amplitude to the lowerdifferential pair of the tristate phasedetector. This

equation is valid for V^ less than 2 VT. This region corresponds to an almost sinusoidalcharacteristics.

C *EEForVin between 2 VT and4 V>, the phasedetector gainsaturates toward , and the phasedetector
TC

characteristics startchanging from sinusoidalto triangular.

Similar results hold for the double balanced modulator after replacing equation (4.2.1) by (4.22).

An advantage of the tristate phase detector over the double-balanced modulator for low input levels is

thatthe mismatches in the lowerdifferential pair appear as a common-mode signal withoutaffecting the

output offset of the phase detector.

4.4.4. Data Pattern Dependence and Noise

As was discussed in Section 4.2, the phase detector gain should be modifiedaccordingly to account

for therandom nature of data when it is nolonger used with maximum transition density inputs. These

variations in the number of transitions result in both amplitude and phase modulation of the inputto the

phase detector. Actually, thisdependence on theinput data pattern is a major source of phase jitter at the

VCO output The nonlinear processing stage preceding thePLLalso plays animportant rolein determin

ing the amount of input jitter. Another advantage of the tristate phase detector is that it provides half-

wave rectification on RZ signals with no DC-component thus creating a strong componentat the clock

frequency, [6].

As a result of the random nature of data, the ripple waveform at the outputof the phase detector

also resembles to a random signal as was shown in Figure 4.3. Although it is the cyclo-stationary pro

perty of such signals thatprovides the timing information, it will be assumed thatthe signal is wide-sense

stationary to simplify the following analysis. Under this assumption and following a similar approach
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used by W. R. Bennett in his classical paper, [43], the continuous power spectral density function, Sr(co),

of the ripplewaveform of a tristate phasedetector in perfect lock (no phaseerror) can be written as:

$,(©) =-—/>(!-/>) |F((D)|2 (4.4.2)

where Te is the clock period, p is the probability of a transition, and F (co) is the FourierTransform of a

single phase detector output pulse. F (co) can be shown to be:

F(co) =2j Rc Iee -j- sine

Substituting (4.4.3) into (4.4.2):

corc
sin

<oTe

8 8

Sr(co)=p (1 -/>) (Rc Iee)2 -f sine2 (0Te
sin2

coTc '
8 8

(4.4.3)

(4.4.4)

Since the bandwith of the PLL circuit is much smaller than the bitrate of the input data, equation (4.4.4)

can be approximated as:
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Sr(®) =p(l-p)(RcIeE)22£<»2 (4.4.5)

Thiscontinuous spectrum behaves like thermal noise introducing jitterintotheVCO. In order to find the

jitter caused by the random phase detector output Sr can bereferred tothe PLL input as:

Si«a) =-7-t p (1 -p) (Rc Iee)2 ttt <*>:2 c ,A2

^PD 256
(4.4.6)

Then, the VCO jitter can be estimated byintegrating equation (4.4.6) over the noise bandwith, BLt of the

PLL:

e^P(l-p)(RclEE)2^6£f (4.4.7)

From equation (2.3.5):

r-*-7<£r (4.4.8)
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Therefore, equation (4.4.7) becomes:

*=•£?" ix-pmc!a*'ifeet (4A9)
Assuming that p = 0.5 and substitutingthe gain for a tristate phasedetector:

^-SSBfa? (4410)

Therefore, if QPLL is 100then the rms jitteris 0.0023 degrees or6 ppm percycle.

It may be interesting to compare the jittercaused by the continuous spectrum of the random ripple

to that caused by the equivalent output noise spectrumof the phase detector circuit The thermal noise in

the resistors and the shot noise in the devices contribute to the output noise spectrum. The equivalent

output noise resistance, Rni of the tristate phase detector canbe estimated to be 30 K£2 by modeling the

circuit asa cascode amplifier and thenapplying the techniques of [34, ch. 11]. Hence, theVCO jitter can

be approximated as:

eZ=-r-z4KTRnBL (4.4.11)
Kpd

-20\r r* rr _ 0.5 TT/ ,. „ nrk T,^ j n K fcwhere 4kT=1.66 x 10"20 V-C, KPD =— V/radian, Rn =30KG, and BL = ^
n 4 QPLL

Assuming QPLL = 100, one has:

e2 =7C35xlO-l8/c (4.4.12)

At 100MHz, the rms jitter is 0.0071 degrees or 20 ppm percycle.

The conclusion is that the jitter caused by the tristate phase detector ripple waveform can be

neglectedwhen compared to the othercomponents of PLL outputjitter.



CHAPTER 5

MEASURED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1. Introduction

The blockdiagram of the test circuit is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1 - Block diagram of the monolithic PLL.

Main building blocks of the PLL circuit are a single-balanced modulator employed as an analog phase

detector, a varactor-tuned VCO with a two-stage loop amplifier anda bandgap reference. Thetestcircuit

was fabricated in a 2-micron oxide-isolated bipolar technology at Signetics Inc., Sunnyvale, CA. The

cut-offfrequency of the NPN transistors is between 9 to 12GHz and collectorto emitterbreakdown vol

tage is 6 volts. Theall-ion-implanted process uses a 1-micron epi layer, local oxidation forisolation, two
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levels of metal, and washed-emitter technology. The minimumemitter size is 2 microns.

Thecomplete schematic of thePLLcircuit is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Rgure 5.2 - Complete PLL schematic.
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Theloop filter, theinductor of theVCO tank circuit andthebypass capacitors (notshown) areexternal to

the circuit The test circuit has 32pads to measure the performance of each block. The bandgap refer

ence can be disconnected if an external bias is preferred for measurement purposes. Each major block

has itsown supply and ground pads for easy measurement. All the bypass capacitors atcritical points are

ceramic chipcapacitors within a range of 1 to 100 nF. Although the complete circuit canbe housed in a
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14-pin small-oudine (SO) package with low parasitic values, the test chip was housed in a 40-pin dual-

in-line (DIL) package due to the large number of test pads. This degraded the high-frequency perfor

mance of the circuit considerablyas it will be discussed in the next sections. The integrated circuit was

mounted on an one-sidedprinted circuitboard with a 40-pin socket for easy testing of different samples.

Two sets of five samples were provided for measurements, each set havinga differentbondingscheme.

A separate set of three samples packaged in TO-39 metal cans were used for the varactor diode measure

ments.

5.2. Varactor Measurements

The varactor capacitance as a function of the reverse bias was measured using the HP 4271A, 1

MHzDigital LCRMeter. The average capacitance of thethree SP-EPI samples is plotted in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 - Normalized varactor capacitance vs. reverse bias.
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The absolute tolerance of the measured samples is better than 3 percent. As it can be seen from this

figure, m =0.2and Vbi =0.4 volts provide a good fit for the measured results. The reason that the grad

ing coefficient is so small is due to the fact that the heavily doped buried layer extends into the thin epi

layer making the variation in the depletion-layer width smaller than expected, [78]. Similar measure

ments with DP-EPI junctions show that the advantage of using SP-EPI junctions is marginal For a

reverse bias between 1 and 3 volts, the measured variation in capacitance is +12 and -6.5 percent witha

zero-bias value of 8.2 pF. Larger zero-bias values were used in the PLL test circuit to reduce the effect

ofany fixedcapacitance on the tuningrange.

The temperature measurements were done using the Delta Design Temperature Test Chamber

Model 6545-L. Figure 5.4 showsthe varactor capacitance asa function of temperature.
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Figure 5.4 - Varactorcapacitance vs. temperature.
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The measured TC of the varactor is 1200 and 550 ppm/°C for a reverse bias of 0 and 2 volts, respec

tively. To compare theseresults with the assumptions made in Chapter 3, equation (3.5.13) for the capa

citance will be repeated here:

G,=
Kesa

vbi + vR

If one assumes that m is constant with temperature, then the TC of the varactorcan be written as:

8C,v
= m

CydT
dQs d(Vti + VR)

QsdT <Vbi + VR)dT

(5.2.1)

(5.2.2)

where Qs = K zsa. Substituting the measured values into (5.2.2) and solving for the temperature

coefficients, the following results are obtained:

dT

JQs_
QsdT

= -1.6mV/°C

= 2000ppm/°C

These values are quite different from the estimated values of -2.9 mV/°Cand 400ppm/°C obtained with

SPICE in Chapter 3. To double check theresults obtained from Figure 5.4, the variation in reverse bias

that keeps the capacitance constant with respect to temperature was also measured. The results are

shown in Figure 5.5 for a reverse bias of 2 volts at room temperature. The measurements show that the

reverse bias should have aTC of +5 mV/°C for the varactor capacitance tostay constant with tempera

ture. Substituting this value intoequation (522) and using themeasured value of thevaractor TC atzero

bias, one can obtain:

-^=-1.9mWC

dQs5- =1300ppm/°C
Qs*T

These results are still not consistent with SPICE. Itmight be plausible toconclude that the parameters m,

K, and a inequation (5.2.1) are also functions ofbias and temperature, especially for complicated struc-
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Figure 5.5 - Variation in reverse bias to keep varactorcapacitance constant.

tures whichcannot be modeled by an abrupt or a linearly-graded junction. Therefore, a design iteration

may be necessary when an accurate varactor model is not available.

In principle, the high-frequency quality factor of passive components can be measured using the

HP 8753A Network Analyzer and the HP 85046A S-ParameterTest Set with the HP 11602B Transistor

Fixture. When measuring the.quality factor of the varactor diodes, two major sources of error must be

considered:

1. Calibration errors,

2. Package inductance.

The calibration errors increasewith frequency due to the imperfect 50-ohm load terminationabove

a few hundred MHz. The bonding wire and package lead inductances appear in series with the varactor

diode and degrade the quality factor by increasing the series losses at high frequencies. All these make
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an accurate measurement difficult especially for high-Q components. As a result, it was found that the

measured varactor losses were very sensitive to the calibration errors.

The measurements were done on 8.2 pF and 13.2 pF varactors housed in TO-39 metal can and 40-

pin DEL packages, respectively. From the self-resonance frequency of each device, the total inductance

in series with the 8.2 pF varactorwas measured as 6 nH. Similarly, the total series inductance was meas

ured to be 20 nH for the 13.2 pF varactors. As an example, the quality factorof the packagelead induc

tance for a TO-39 package is plotted in Figure 5.6.

FREQUENCY (MHz)

Figure 5.6 - TO-39 package lead inductance Q.

At 250 MHz, theseries resistance is 1ohm for an inductance of 6 nH. Therefore, theseries resistance of

the 20nH DLL-package inductance can beestimated as 3.3 ohms assuming that the bonding wire and the

package lead inductance have thesame quality factor. (For comparison, a 30nHair-core inductor with 2

turns has aseries resistance of 3.4 ohms at250 MHz). For ameasured series-resonance loss of4.3 ohms,
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the 13.2pF varactor has an estimated series resistance of 1 ohm. Thiscorresponds to a Qv of 48 at 250

MHz. The quality factor increases with reverse bias.

As a conclusion, the varactors have reasonably high quality factors but the 40-pin DIL package

causes significant Q loss at high frequencies.

S3, Open Loop PLL Measurements

Open loop measurements include the measurement of the gain constant of each PLL block, the

offset voltage measurements, and thefrequency measurements fordifferent supply and temperature con

ditions.

The low-frequency phase detector gain was measured to be 140 mVAadian. This is close to the

design value of 160mV/radian. The measured output offset voltage was 1 mVwhen bothoutputs were

high. Themajor contributor to this offset is believed tobe the emitter resistance mismatch of theoutput

devices used as emitter followers. A mismatch of 0.3 ohms at 3.3 mA bias current couldproduce this

offset. The inputamplifier preceding thephase detector hasa measured gainof 13at lowfrequencies.

The loop amplifier gain was measured as 50 with an input offset voltage of 0.25 mV. The first

stage gain was measured tobe 16.7. This value is large enough toreduce the input referred offset coming

from thelevel shifting diodes to0.2 mV. The nominal value of the output is 2.9 V with a dynamic range

of 2.3 volts.

The band-gap reference measurements weredoneby connecting theloopamplifier current sources

as load. The nominal value of the band-gap output was 1.27 V. This is 20 mV larger than 1.25 V

obtained from the SPICE simulations. The measured TC of the bandgap reference is +200 ppm/°C from

20 to 100 °C. This value is also larger than expected. There may be several sources of error which

explain these deviations. Firstof all,due to an errorin theresistor design equations, theSP-resistor ratio

in thebandgap core is about 10percent larger than desired. Another contribution might come from the

absolute tolerance (± 8 mV)and the matching of the base-emitter voltages of the NPNand PNP transis

tors. TC of the SP-resistor ratio and that of the current in the core transistors may also contribute to a
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large TC at the bandgap output. However, since the control voltage mosdy depends on the PTAT voltage

derived from the bandgap reference, this TC is not very critical.

Figure 5/7 shows the base-emitter voltage of a minimum size NPN transistor and the loop amplifier

control voltage as a function of temperature.
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Figure5.7 - Controlvoltage and base-emitter voltage vs. temperature.

The NPN transistor has a measured saturation current of 6x 10"18 A and a base-emitter voltage TC of

-1.333 mV/°C at 1.07 mA. However, the NPN transistors in the loop amplifier have an area ten times

larger than that of a minimum size transistor. Also, the output emitter follower and the second stage

current source run at a current level five times higher than 1.07 mA. Since
dV,BE

dT
is proportional to



'BE
, the measured value above should be modified as:

dVBE Vyin0.5
dT T

-1333 = -1.4 mVI°C
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This is close to -1.5 mV/°C obtained from the. SPICE simulations. The control voltage has a measured

TC of -3.6 mV/°C. In other words, the reverse bias across the varactor diode will have a TC of +3.6

mV/°C. This is 28 percent less than the desired valueobtained from Figure 5.5. Therefore, the varactor

still has a positive TC which is not compensated.

Figure 5.8 showsthe temperature stability of theVCO center frequency with the compensation cir

cuitry.
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Figure 5.8 - VCO temperature stabilityat 193 MHz.
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The Tektronix Oscilloscope 7904 (500 MHz) with the 7D15 Counter (225 MHz) was used for the fre

quency measurements. The TC of the VCO was measured to be around -100 ppm/°C at 193 MHz and

over 20 to 100°C. The reverse biasacross the varactor was approximately 2 V. As the center frequency

was increased to 250 MHz and beyond, the oscillations stoppedat temperatures higher than70 °C due to

the increasedlosses in the VCO tank circuit The actualTC without any fixed parasitic capacitance in the

tank circuit would be around -150 ppm/°C. This is mainly coming from the uncompensatedTC of the

varactor and the TC of the inductances in the circuit.

Figure5.9 shows the voltage coefficient (VC) of the VCO center frequency at 235 MHz.
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Figure 5.9 - VCO center frequency vs. supply at 235 MHz.

The supply variation was ± 5 percent at 5 V. The measured values for all samples were better than 0.3
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percent/V up to 250 MHz. It was observed thatthe oscillations stopped for supply voltagesbelow 3.9V.

This is because some of the transistors in thebandgap reference saturate forlowersupplyvoltages.

The tuningrange of the VCO is a function of the fixedcapacitance introduced by the package and

the printed circuit board including the socket Figure5.10 shows the tuning range at 188 MHz for a total

fixed capacitance of6 pF.
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Figure 5.10 - VCO tuning range at 188 MHz.

The ideal case withno parasitics is also plotted for comparison. The fixed capacitance reduces thetuning

range to less than +2 and -4 percent The average VCO gain estimated from these values is around

0.03(00 rad/(volt-sec). Similar results were obtained from the measurements at 216 and 235 MHz.

Therefore, the DC loop gain of the PLL can be estimated as:
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(0.14 V/r)x(50)x(0.03<x)o rIV-s) = O.2co0 radlsec.

Two different bonding schemes were used to check the effect of the package inductance on the

VCO frequency. The varactor diode was bonded to the corner pins in one of them and to the center pins

in the other. Figure 5.11 shows the VCO waveforms obtained in each case.
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Figure 5.11 - VCO waveforms at (a) 250 MHz (b) 325 MHz.
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When the center pins were used, the VCO center frequency increased from 250 MHz to 325 MHz for the

same external inductance. The maximum oscillation frequency was measured to be 350 MHz when a

silver wire of 5 nH with a Q of 10 was employed as the external inductor. The oscillation frequency is

essentially determined by the packageinductance at these frequencies. For a total capacitance of 15 pF,

the inductance contributed by the package is about 9 nH.

The duty cycle of the VCO was measured at 73.5 MHz with a 1 KQ external load on the tank cir

cuit The external load was necessary to limit the oscillation amplitude. The square-wave outputof the

VCO hada voltageswing of400 mV. The measured value for the VCO duty cycle was 48 percent

5.4. Closed Loop PLL Measurements

The following resistor andcapacitor values were used in the loop filter: R X= 3 KQ, R2= 300Q,

and C = 10 jxF. These values give a filter pole at 4.8 Hz and a zero at 53 Hz. Therefore the high fre

quencyattenuation is 1/11. A10 nFchipcapacitor wasused for filtering the ripple.

The Fluke 6071A Synthesized RF Signal Generator (200 KHz -1040 MHz) was usedas the input

signalsource. An Anzac H-8 Hybrid Junction was used to split the power into the PLL and the oscillo

scope. The signalwas AC-coupledinto the PLL circuit The PLL input and the output waveforms were

observed on theoscilloscope. The pull-in range wasmeasured varying theinputsignal frequency for dif

ferent input levels. The frequency was read from the Fluke 6071A. Figure 5.12 shows the PLL

waveformsat 350 MHz. The VCO outputamplitude was 125mV across 50 ohm. (> ± 125mV into the

phase detector). The normalized pull-in range is plotted as a function of the input signal level in Figure

5.13. The center frequency was 350 MHz. Thepull-in range increases withtheinput power as expected.

It is more than 2 percent (±1%) for input levels greater than -23 dBm. In order to check the possibility

of injectionlocking, the measurements were repeated by disabling the phasedetectorcurrent source. No

injectionlocking was observed up to an input level of -10 dBm.

The phase error was measured as ±0.1 nS at 350 MHz. The total pull-inrange was 13 MHz at an

input level of -20dBm. This corresponds to a phase error of ±0.22 radian (±12.6 °) for a pull-in range
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Figure 5.12 - PLLwaveforms at 350 MHz (upper trace: VCO, lower trace: input).

of±1.9 percent. Therefore, the DC loop gaincan be estimated as:

0.019(0,

0.22
= 0.09co„ radlsec.
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This is about half of what was estimated from the open loop measurements. The resolution of the oscillo

scope screen is 0.1 nS introducing error into the measurements. Therefore, an average value of 0.15cdo

can be assumed for the DC loop gain. The SPICE simulations with a first-order loop gave a phase error

of ± 7 ° for a frequency variation of ± 1 percent. Therefore, there is a good correlation between the

measurement and the simulation results. The simulation of the second-order loop was not attempted due

to the enormous CPU time required. Only light ripple filtering was employed in the first-order loop simu

lations.

5.5. Discussion

Table 5.1 shows a summary of the performance characteristics of the monolithic PLL.
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Figure 5.13 - Pull-in range at 350 MHz.

Supply Voltage 5V

Power Consumption 270 mW
*

Maximum Frequency 350 MHz

Pull-in Range (at -23 dBm) 2%at350MHz

DC Loop Gain > 0.09(0o rad/sec

TC of Center Frequency -100 ppm/°C

VC of Center Frequency 0.25 %/V

Total Offset 1.25 mV

Table 5.1 - Measured PLL characteristics.
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A single 5-volt supply was used and the total power dissipation was 270 mW. The power con

sumptioncan be reducedby loweringthe biascurrent levels for the buffer stages. This will also improve

the emitter follower matching for differential outputs.

The measuredmaximum frequency of operation was 350 MHz. The circuit is expected to achieve

better high-frequency performance with fewer pads and an optimum package. A strip-line package and

the useof a two-sided printed circuit board witha ground plane would further enhance the frequency per

formance above 300 MHz.

The worstcaseVCO center-frequency variation is on the orderof±1percentover 20 to 100°C, for

±1.25 mV total offset and±5 percent supply voltage variation. Therefore, the measured pull-in range is

adequate for input signallevels larger than -23 dBm. As was discussed in Chapter2, the noise bandwith

can be estimated as:

BL =0.25 Koc ^ =0.25 (0.09©o) ±-=0.002co, Hz.

Therefore, QPLL can be found as:

PLL 4 BL

Increasing the filter attenuation by a factor of 3 results in QPLL = 183.

The die photoof the test chip is shownin Figure 5.14. The activearea is 0.5 mm2. The minimum

pad size (110x110 u,2) and the number of pads (32) determine the total chip area. The varactor diode is

located on the upper rightcomerof thechip. It occupies anarea of 250x340 u2with themetallines. The

substrate contacts are placed closeto the critical devices in the high-frequency path suchas the varactor

diode. A buried-P layer would help the shielding of the varactor diode by reducing the coupling through

the substrate athigher frequencies. Connecting the n-side of the varactor toa separate supply would also

help in several ways. First of all, the reverse bias across the varactor couldeasilybe varied for different

tuning range requirements. Secondly, the effect of the substrate junction would substantially bereduced.

Thiscan also be achieved by using multiple bonding wires for thevaractor pins.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, the research carried out for realizing monolithic phase-locked loops (PLLs) above

100 MHz in siliconbipolartechnologyhasbeen described. The frequency limitationsof main PLL build

ing blocks have been investigated with a special interest in timing recovery applications. An on-chip

high-Q varactor diode design improves theVCO performance considerably. Although theColpitts oscil

lator can operate up to several GHz with a 10-GHz bipolar process, the ECP oscillator functions better

below500MHz providing larger negative conductance. Analog phase detectors havebeen shownto per

form better at these frequencies; however, they lack the frequency detection capability of digital phase

detectors. A digital frequency detector which provides a pull-in range larger than ± 25 percent has also

been designed. It can be used with a monolithic PLL if the extra costof increased power consumption

and area is justified.

A 2-micron oxide-isolated bipolar process is used to fabricate thePLL testchip. A varactor-tuned

ECP-VCO and a single-balanced modulator have been employed asbuilding blocks. The temperature and

supply variations of the varactor has been compensated by a band-gap reference. The agreement

between the measurement and simulation results is good. The total DC-offset is less than 1.5 mV. The

VCO has a voltage coefficient of 0.3 percent/volt and aTC of -100 ppm/°C over 20 to 100°C up to250

MHz. The high-frequency PLL performance has strongly been affected by the package. The maximum

frequency of the PLL is 350 MHz even when housed in a40-pin DIL package. The pull-in range was

larger than the worst case VCO center-frequency variation of ±1 percent, thus allowing a small noise

bandwith (Q > 100). The operation frequency of the monolithic PLL can be extended upto 500 MHz

with ahigh-frequency package. The circuit dissipates low power (270 mW from a5V supply) and occu

pies asmall area (0.5 mm2). Therefore, itcan be integrated into alarger subsystem. It is concluded that

the analog circuit techniques combined with amature silicon bipolar technology will continue playing an
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important role in high-frequency applications such as the narrowband PLLs.

The future research topics include the feasibility of on-chip inductors to reduce the number of

external high-frequency pins and the use of other technologies like heterojunction bipolar, GaAs MES-

FET and NMOS. The lack of a band-gap reference in GaAs might require a crystal-controlled low-

frequency channel with dividers in the mainVCO channel. A high-frequencychargepump circuitwould

be very beneficial making an on-chip loop filter feasible.



APPENDIX A

ANALYSIS OF A DIGITAL PHASE-FREQUENCY DETECTOR

A.1 Introduction

Digital Phase-Frequency Detectors (DPFDs) are commonly usedto improve thepull-in (frequency

acquisition) range and thepull-in time of PLLcircuits. Although widely used, the frequency discrimina

tor characteristics of the DPFDs are little known. In the following sections, the phase and frequency

detector characteristics of a typical DPFD will be analyzed in detail Also, the non-ideal behavior of the

digital circuitry due to gate delays will be shown to alter the DPFD'sfrequency and phase discriminator

characteristics significandy, thus limiting its maximum frequency of operation.

A.2 Low-Frequency Analysis

The DPFD circuit to be analyzed is a well-known circuit which can be implemented using either

D-type master-slave flip-flops orR-S latches asshown inFigures A.1 andA.2, respectively. Theoutputs

U and D will respond only to the positive-going edges of the inputs, R and V. Therefore, input duty

cycles donothave any effect on the outputs. When the two input frequencies areequal, one of the out

puts has a duty cycle which is a function of the difference between the input transition times while the

other output remains inactivated or low. Which output isactive depends ontheinitial conditions. Hence,

the time average of the differential output (U - D)AVE isa function of the input phase difference. Figure

A.3 shows the input andoutput waveforms and Figure A.4 shows thephase detector characteristics for

lowfrequencies at which thegatedelays areneglected.

Now, let usassume thatthetwoinput frequencies, fR andfv, are notequal. Then,onecandefine:

fv
a = — (A.1)

JR
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HIGH D Q u

R R Q

RESET

R Q

HIGH D Q D

Figure A.1 - DPFD with D-type flip-flops.

and

P fv a (A.2)

IffR isgreater than fVf then a is between 0 and 1and pisalways positive. In this case, the output Uis

sethigh by R and setlow (or reset) byV. The output Dideally stays low. Furthermore, there is either a

single or no V-transition between the two successive transitions of R. Figure A.5 shows the input and

output waveforms for this case. Let us assume that R has two successive transitions at time t and t+TR.

Then,onecandefine the following probabilities:

P(0)=Probability of no V-transition in [t, / +TR] = 1- a (A.3)
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Figure A.2 - DPFD with R-S latches.

and

P(1) =Probability of a single V-transition in [f, t + TR] = a
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u

D

(A.4)

Now, if there is no V-transition in [t, t + TR], the output U is set to high at time t but neverresetin that

time interval. Therefore, (U -D )AVE normalized with respect tothelogic swing is equal to 1. If there is

a single V-transition in [t, t + TR], the output U is set to high at time t and set to low when the V-

transition appears. Assuming that the probability density function of a single V-transition within that

interval is uniformly distributed, (U -D)AVE normalized with respect to the logic swing is equal to0.5.

Therefore, one has:
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Figure A.4 - DPFD as a phase detector at tow frequencies.
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Figure A.6 - DPFD as a frequency detector at tow frequencies.

A3 High-Frequency Analysis

Let usrefer toFigure A.1and assume that both outputs are lowinitially. A transition at theR input

sets the output U high. A following transition at the V input willset theoutput D high, creating a reset

pulse at the output of the NOR-gate. This reset pulse will reset both of the outputs. When both outputs

are returned to low,thereset pulse willbe terminated by theNOR-gate so that thecircuit is ready for the

nextinput transition. Thereset pulse has a finite width, AR asshown by thedashed lines in Figures A.3

and A.5, asa result of gate delays in thecircuit Therefore, a timeinterval AR is required for thecircuit

to return to its initial conditions before the next setof input transitions appear atR orV. This puts some

limitations on the operation frequency of thecircuit Similarly, it is possible to show that the R-S latch

version of thecircuit also suffers from thesame limitations athigh frequencies.

First, the phase comparator characteristics will beexamined where T =TR =Tv. For phase differ

ences between T - AR and T, the wrong output is activated reversing the polarity of (U -D)AVE. This
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(U-D)AVE = P(0)xl + P(l)x0.5=l-0.5a (A.5)

from equations (A.3)and (A.4). Using equation (A.2) toreplace a by |3:

Dueto thesymmetry of thecircuits withrespect toR and V, a similar analysis for fv > fR yields:

(A.6)

(U~D)AVE = - y+0.5

Y+1.0
(A.7)

fv-fR
where7=—- . Figure A.6 shows the low-frequency frequency discriminator characteristics of the

JR

DPFD. As it can be seen from Figure A.6, theDPFD circuits considered above have unlimited frequency

acquisition capability at low frequencies. However, in a real PLL circuit, the VCO and the other loop

components will put limits on the pull-in range.
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Substituting equations (A.3) and (A.4) into (A.8):

(U-D)AVE= 1-0.5 a-
AR

(A.9)

Using equation (A.2) to replace a by p:

m m— 3+0.5 AR
(A.10)

Dueto the symmetryof the circuits withrespect to R andV, a similar analysis forfv > fR yields:

(U-D)AVE— y+L0+r (A.11)

fv-fR
where y=—r . Figure A.8 shows the high-frequency frequency discriminator characteristics of the

JR

DPFD.

1.0

AR =0.5TV
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Figure A.8 - DPFD as a frequency detectorat high frequencies.
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Figure A.7 - DPFD as a phase detector at highfrequencies.
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If AR is equal to 0.5 T, a sawtooth characteristics is obtained. Further reducing the period T will have

detrimental effects on the frequency comparator characteristics of thecircuits as it will be discussed next

Letus again assume that/^ isgreater than fv and look atthe time interval [t, t +TR] between the

two successive R-transitions. Now, the first R-transition at time t may or may not set the output U high
An

depending on the ratio —-. Actually, theprobability that theR-transition at time t does not set theout-
*v

put U high is exacdy equal to this ratio. This follows from the met thatthe first R-transition doesnot set

the output U high if it is within the time interval [tv, tv +AR ]where tv is the time at which thelast V-

transition appeared. Therefore, the probability that the first R-transition sets the outputU high is 1- —.
Tv

Then, (U -D )AVE normalized withrespect tothelogic swing can bewritten as follows:

P(0)x Ix 1-
AR

(U-D)AVE =

P(0)x0x^r-+P(l)x0.5x
Ty

1-
AR -P(l)x0.5x^- (A.8)

1v



APPENDIX B

A DIGITAL ROTATIONAL-FREQUENCY DETECTOR DESIGN

B.l Introduction

A digital rotational-frequency detector (DRFD) circuit is designed to improve the frequency

acquisition capability ofa PLL. In timing recovery applications, conventional phase-frequency detectors

fail to function properly since some of the input transitions aremissing. Although the new circuit does

nothave thephase detection property, it works reliably with random datainputs.

B.2 Circuit Design

The design philosophy is based on the rotational-frequency detector concept, [51]. The VCO-

period is divided intofourquadrants labeled A,B,C andD as inFigure B.l.

The circuit checks whether two successive data transitions are in two successive VCO-cycles ornot, and

also gives an outputif one of the following conditions is met:

Ifa data transition in Bis followed by a data transition in C(1.5 fDATA >fvco >fDATA) then the

output Nwhich forces the VCO-frequency to decrease is active, ifa data transition in Cis followed by a
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As it is seen from Figure A.8, (U -D)AVE is reduced considerably as the frequency increases. If AR is

equal to 0.5 T, (U -D)AVE passes through the origin, thus providing very litde output for small fre

quency differences. If AR is greater than 0.5 T, (U -D)AVE will have the wrong polarity pushing the

VCO frequency away from the input. As a result, this would lead to pull-out instead of pull-in.

These equations have been checked with SPICE simulations using a junction-isolated 4-GHz pro

cess and an oxide-isolated 12-GHz process and also with the measurements done on an off-the-shelf

DPFD. The 4 GHz process gives a maximum frequency of operation of 115 MHz for the D-type master-

slave version and 175 MHz for the R-S latch version. The 12 GHz process yields a maximum frequency

of 600 MHz for the D-type master-slave version and 770 MHz for the R-S latch version. The power dis

sipation is around 475 mW with a single 5 V supply. For the 4-GHz process, AR is around 4 to 4.5 nS

with the D-type master-slave flip-flops. This gives an estimated maximum frequency of 110 to 125 MHz

agreeing with the simulation results. Similar estimations can be made for the other circuit and process

variations. They all agree closely with the SPICE simulations. The measurements were done on a com

mercially available R-S latch version of the circuit (MCI2040) which is fabricated with a 1 nS gate-delay

bipolar process and consumes a power of 520 mW. AR measured from the phase characteristics was 5

nS. This puts the upper limit on the frequency of operation as 100 MHz which is close to the typical

operating frequency given in the data sheet (70 MHz).
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Figure B.3 - Obtaining waveforms B and C.

found as:

1.57V-T,,
Pr[N]=Pr[BktCM]=- (B.l)

for 1.5 Tv > TD > 125 TVt and

TD-TV
Pr[N]=Pr[Bk,Ck+1]=- (B^)

for 1.25TV>TD>TV.

Note that there is also a probability that Ck follows Bk in the same VCO-cycle and causes the out

putN tobe active for TD < 0.5Tv. From Figure B.5(b) this probability can be found as:

0.5 TV-TD
Pr[N] = Pr[Bk,Ck]=- (B.3)

for 0.5 TV>TD> 0.25 TVt and

Pr[N] = Pr[BktCk] = l (B.4)

for 0.25 Tv > TD > 0.
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data transition in B (fDATA >fVco > 0.5 fDATA) then the output P which forces the VCO-frequency to

increase is active. The frequency detector outputs are zero for allothercases.

Thecomplete circuit which works accordingly is shown in Figure B.2.

jm D R Q
1

c

D Q
3

C

D Q
5

CDATA — vco— vco—

Jcl D l
*

c

1 Q
I

D Q
4

C

D Q
6

CDATA — vco— VCO

Figure B.2 - Rotational-frequency detector.

N

The inputs B and Ccan beobtained from VCO and its90degrees shifted version as inFigure B3. This

can beeasily achieved with an L-C oscillator since current through the inductor lags the output voltage

by 90 degrees.

Operation of the circuit with random data is shown byan example in Figure B.4, where Tvco =0.8

Tdata- The reset feedback from Q3-Q4 to Q1-Q2 maintains the proper operation of the circuit If these

reset inputs to Q1-Q2 are omitted, an erroneous pulse (at the output P in this case) also occurs at the

DRFD output. This is shown by thedashed lines inFigure B.4.

B.3 DRFD Characteristics for SquareWave Inputs

Assume that 1.5 Tv > TD > Tv. In this case, the output N is active, and from Figure B.5(a), the

probability that a data transition inquadrant f** is followed by a data transition inquadrant C*+1 can be
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Figure B.5 - Diagram to find Pr(P) and Pr(N) forsquare-wave inputs.

available is given by:

(P-N)Ave = (Pr[P]-Pr[N]) PULSE WIDTH

assuming equal output pulse widths on P and N.

In the circuitdesigned, outputpulsewidthsare equal to Tv, therefore:
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(B.7)

(P -N)AVE=Pr[P]-Pr[N]. (B.8)

TTiis equation is plotted in Figure B.6. Note that the DRFD output is useful only for 03 >5 >- 03,

where

8 =
fp'fx

/d
(B.9)
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Rgure B.4 - DRFD waveforms with random data.

Finally, the outputP will be active forTv > TD > 03 TVt and from Figure B3(c), we have:

Ty-TD
Pr[P]=Pr[Ck,Bk+l]=- (B3)

for Tv > TD > 0.75 Tv, and

Pr[P]=Pr[CktBM]=-
Tn - 03 Tv

TD
(B.6)

for 0.75 Ty > TD > 0.5 Tv.

Now, the average value of the frequency detector output normalizedby the maximum pulse height
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1

)m data.

Pr [N] =0.125

for0.375>5>0.25,

25-0.5

1-8

Pr[N] = 0.125
1-25

1-5

for 0.5 > 5 > 0.375, and using Figure B.6:

Pr[P] = 025

for03>5>0.25.

0.5-5

1-5

(B.10)

(B.11)

(B.12)

Figure B.6 is modified accordingly as shown in Figure B.8 for 0.5 > 5 > - 0.5. Note that the DRFD

output is useful only for 0.375 > 5 > - 0.5.

B.5 Properties of the DRFD

The frequency detectorcharacteristics are derived for square wave and random data inputs in sec

tions B.3 and B.4, and plotted in Figures B.6 and B.8, respectively. It is clear from these characteristics

that the designed circuit provides a correction voltage to the PLL for a ± 50 % offset in the VCO free-

running frequency, for square wave inputs. For equally likely independent data, the VCO free-running
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Figure B.6 - DRFD characteristics for square-wave inputs.

B.4 DRFD Characteristics for Random Data

For random data inputs, (P -N)AVE of Figure B.6 must be multiplied by the probability of two

datatransitions ina row(0.25 forequally likely independent data).

However, this is true only for TD > 0.75 Tv (5 < 025), because if TD < 0.75 Tv, then either theP

or N output can be active depending on the data sequence. Therefore, Rgure B.6 must be further

modified for 5 > 0.25.

Since the DRFD output is not useful for 5 > 0.5, weonly need to examine theregion where 5 is

between 0.25 and 03. Inother words, we have tocheck the region in which 0.75 Tv > TD > 0.5 Tv. In

that region, only the101 data sequence will erroneously make thewrong output (Ninthis case) active as

shown in Figure B.7. Therefore, the following probabilities can easily be calculated for equally likely

data:
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Figure B.8 - DRFD characteristics for random data.

frequency mustbe between 0.625 fDATA and l.5fDATA to getanusefulDRFD output.

A PLL aided by this circuit can tolerate variations up to + 50 % and - 37.5 % in its free-running

frequency, when it is usedwithequally likely random data inputs.

By a proper design of the phase detector, thedata transitions can be kept in the vicinity of theD-

to-Aboundary in theVCO-cycle, when the PLL is in lock. Therefore, evenan input phase jitter aslarge

as ± 90 degrees will not produce any frequency comparator output. This is certainly a wide margin

against input jitter.

The high-frequency performance of the circuit will be limited by the VCO transition times and

flip-flop delays. Thelogic swing cannot bemade too small since theDRFD output is proportional to it

Since thecircuit does notrequire any additional filtering (unlike the analog frequency compara

tors), it caneasilybe implemented in monolithic integrated form.
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